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surroundings temperature required for ignition was essentially the
same for the condensed exhaust and the pure boron, but the ignition delay time

was markedly lower for the condensed exhaust, probably due to much higher sur-
face area. Burning times for condensed exhaust particles and pure boron partic lef
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times. Predictions for particles studied by Macek in a flat-flame burner ha"e
been compared with experimental results -- agreement is good for dry gan cases,
but poor when the gas stream includes water. Tle program has been used to
predict effects of initial oxide thickness, particle size, pressure,. oxygen
content, initial particle temperature, gas temperature and surroundings radiatioj
temperature on ignition. In addition, the original differential equations have
been treated by a stability analysis to determine ignition limits -- excellent
agreement is found between results obtained with the stability analysis and the
numerical analysis. A detailed model of boron-oxygen-nitrogen dust cloud flames
including consideration of the details of boron particle ignition and the efrect!
of oxygen depletion has been developed and used for prediction of flame speeds
as functions of numerous parameters. Reasonably good agreement between measured

flame speeds and those predicted by- this model has been obtained. In addition:
a simplified closed-form flame speed expression has been developed and the
effeces of the various assumptions used in its development -Cii-predicted- flame
speeds have been examined. The detailed and simplified models have both been
used to study the effects of initial temperature, pressure, initial oxygen- mole
fraction, weight fraction particles, initial particle size, initial thickness
of the oxide coating on the particles, radiation feedback from the postýflame
zone, and Nusselt Number. Mechanisms leading to the predicted dependencies are
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a iarge development of fuel-rich

propellant technology to-produce formulations for primary rockets in air-

breathing pnropulsion -systems. Two types of -systems have been especially

prominent, air augmented rockets and external-burning missiles or projectiles.

In an air-augmented rocket, the incompletely combusted products of a fuel-rich

primary motor formulat±on are mixed and -burned- with i'am air inside a secondary

chamber at a pressure equal to or less than the air inlet recovery pressure.

In- external burning, the fuel-rich primary motor exhaust is injected directly

into the free-stream-around the missile and burns at atmospheric pressure

(sea level or altitude). Both- ypes of systems primarily utilize composite

solid propellants with avoniu-- per.dlorate oxidizer: thus non-metali ed

formulations- typic.Aly produce compounds consisting of C, H, 0, N, CI, and

possibly F, while metalized systems also produce B, Al, Mg, or combinations

of these metals.

An-essential prerequisite of success in air-breathing applications

is rapid and efficient combustion of the prima%:, exhaust in air. It is-of

interest to seell out here the cunditions for this combustion. In ducted

propulsion the pressures in the secondazy range from 15 or 20 atm down to

perhaps half an-atmosphere depending on the flying altitude and Mach Number,

and the residence times typically are a few milliseconds. In -external burning-

the pressures range from I to -. 1 atm, and the residence times are a fraction

of a millisecond. Thus it is easily seen that these air-breathing systems

often place stringent demands on preignition and combustion times of the

-primary exhaust fuel -products with air.

Boron is a partic-larly attractive ingredient fo-c propellants for

air-breathing rocket applications due to its high heating-value. Generally,

it is desirable that the amount of boron in the fuel-rich prcpellant be

maximized, subject to processability and primary--motor ejection efficiency

constraints. The practical upper limit-of boron loading is approximately 50

to 60- parcent by weight. At these loading levels, very J.ittle boron is burned

Si'i I I I"II1 H Itirl llp. ig1



in the primary motor due to lack of sufficient oxidizer -- thus, most of -the

boron must be~burnec. in particulate form-with air in the secondary combustor

for its heating vdiue to be utilized. In addition, at these high loadings,

primary motor flame temperatures tend to be low. These factors, combined

with the low residence times available for mixing, ignition, and combustion

processes in the secondary chamber -have led to afterburning efficiency

problems, particularly under operating -conditions which result in afterburner

pressures-of 50 psia or less.

Substantial prior-work -has- been reported on ignition and 6ombustion

of pure boron (1,2,3,4,5). However, at the outset of our project there

remained a large uncertainty-as to the nature (physical state, chemical com--

position) and especially as to combustion characteristics o' the condensed

material discharged from the primary motor,- which is certainly not pure boron.

The primary reaction must be expected to coat the existing particles with

reaction products and/or to generate new particles. Agglomeration of par-

ticles is a definite-possibility.

The objective of the Present work has been to characterize the

biture of the primary exhaust from fuel-rich motors containing bcron, and to

study its ignition and combustion characteristics, especially as compared to

the known information for pure boron. Section II of the present report

describes (a) the rocket-motor firing program in which the condensed exhaust

(CE) from two different propellants was collected, and (b) the results of

thermodynamic computations for these formulations. Sections III and IV

coutain the results of the physical (microscopy, density measurement) and

chemical analyses of the -CE. Section V deals with combustionoof-the CE.

"Finally, Sections VI and VII report the results of modeling studies describing

the ignition of single boron particles in hot gas streams and propagation

* of flames in boron-oxygen-nitrogen dust clouds.

12
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Ii ROCKETROPELIANTS AND MOTORS

Two propellants were studied. Both were composite ammonium per-

chlorate=binder formulations containing large amounts (almost 50%) of boron

and a few percent of magnesium- and aluminum. ARCADENE (Atlantic Research

Corporation trade name) 256A is a carboxy-terminated polybutadiene formula-

tion and ARCADENE 280 a polyester formulation. The boron used in both formu-

lations-was the Kawecki Company material with nominal average particle dia-

meters of 3pm. However, the diameters range widely from about I to 20PZn or

more. Thus both formulations are made up of the following elements: C, H,,

0, N, Cl, B, Mg-, Al. In addition to these, the 256A formulation contains

a small amount of iron, because it is catalyzed by n-butyl ferrocene.

Two motors wer:e fired with each formulation into a large cylindri-

cal tank (5.2 m long,2i9 m in diameter) which was first evacuated and then

filled with argon to 0.35 arm pressure prior to each run. The rocket chamber

pressure and the tank pressure were measured continuously throughout each

run.

Data pertaining to the four motor tests are given in Table I and

Figure 1. Each propellant grain was weighed before the test; as was the

residue remaining inside the motor after the test. Comparison of the third

and fourth columns of Table I in which the respective--weights are listed,

shows that the ejection efficiency ranged -from 93.8% in Run 4 to 99.4% in

Run 2. During all tests, the tank pressure rose continuously from the initial

to the final value. The low final value recorded in Run 2 can be- ascribed

to the fact that the burning time was about twice that Df other runs, thus

allowing more cooling and condensation during the run. As shown in Figure 1,

each propellant was tested at a high and a low pressure. In three out of

four runs the chamber pressure remained at a constnit value over a substantial

fraction of the test duration; in Ruu-I it kept rising over most of the burn-

ing time, -possibly due to clogging of the nozzle.

After each test the tank filled- with argon was kept closed for about
2

1 hour so the CE would settle in a large (5.4 n- surface area) -metal trough

3
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at the bottom of the tank. The trough was then emptied into a bottle by

remote action without opening of -the tank. Thus, the CE samples were not

exposed to air while hot. Thereafter, ordinary precautions were observed

to avoid- undue exposure to air and humidity (e.g., the samples were stored

in corked vials in desiccators), but no attempt was made at absolute exclusion

of atmospheric oxidants.

A set of two thermodynamic equilibrium computations, "A" and "B",

was made corresponding to each experimental motor run. The results are given

in Table II. Chamber pressures in runs 2, 3, and 4 are the plateau pressures

of Figure 1. The Run 1 chamber pressure of 10.2 atm is an average value over

the duration of the run. The exhaust pressure -was always taken to ba 0.5

atm, corresponding to an average experimental value. Computations "A" took

into account most species which can reasonably be expected to appear in the

products. Computations "B" Omitted B4C and BN, two species which are very

important thermodynamically, but which are sometimes suspected not to appear

in reality for kinetic reasons. The species used in the computations are

listed in Table III. The underlined species in Table III are arbitrarily

defined as "major": they are the only ones predicted to occur in amounts

exceeding 0.5 weight percent of the total formulation in any of the computer

runs. However, they are not always "major"; e.g., in computations "B!', Mg(g)

does not appear in any appreciable amounts. The last two columns in Table II,

giving percentages Of condensable -products, include not only liquids and

solids, but also those gases which condense when cooled to 300*K, all in

amounts computed in equilibrium under exhaust conditions. In other words,

the exhaust equilibrium was assumed to remain frozen during mixing with argon

and cooling..

The most abundant gas species is H2 , which accounts for more than

50% of the-total gas- in all computations. Two other permanent gases-are CO

and N2, but the latter is absent, -or virtually so, in cases which "allow"

formation of BN.

6
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The only significant liquid species under exhaust conditions is

B 20 In computations "A", the amounts of B20 3 (1) range from 5 to 12 weight-

percent of the total formulation (6 to 13% of CE). In computations "B" these

amounts are substantially higher, 10 to 18% of the total (12 to 21% of CE).

The major difference between computations "A" and "B" concerns the

formation of solids. When full equilibrium is assumed ("A"), most of the

boron in the exhaust appears as solid B4 C, and a significant fraction as solid

BN. The amount of free boron, if any, depends on the ratio of boron to carbon

in the formulations: virtually all of the carbon is found in CO(g) and B4 C(s),

so if there is excess boron left (after BN, B4 C, B2 0 3 and CO form), a sub-

stantial fraction of it will appear as B(s). ARCADENE 280 has relatively

little carbon (high B/C ratio, low C/O ratio), so computations "A" on Runs 1

and 3 show some B(s), and no C(s). Computations"A" on ARCADENE 256A, which

has substantially more carbon (lot: B/C ratio), show a small amount of C(s),

but no B(s). In computations "B", the formation of boron compounds is arti-

fically suppressed to a large extent. Thus much of the boron (range of 87

to 92% over the four runs) appears as B(s), and most of the remainder (7 to

12%) as B2 0 3 (1); as mentioned previously, the amount of B20 3 (1) is substant-

ially higher in computations "B" than in "A". Carbon in computations "B"

appears almost entirely a7 -C-s) and CO(g), but the abundances of these two

species are very different in the two formulations: in ARCADENE 256A, -more

than 90% of carbon appears as C(s)., and less than 10% as CO; in ARCADENE 280,

only about 40% appears as C(s) and 60% as CO(g). In all computations vir-

tually all of the aluminum appears as solid MgAl 2 04 , which is always a major

solid species (about 7% of total exhaust). Magnesium distributes itself

among MgO, MgAI 2 04 and MgCl 2 (g).

The major condensable gases predicted by the computer are MgCl 2 ,

B2 0 2 , B2 0 3 , B3 H3 0 3 , HCl, and Mg. The amount of these gases appears to be

mainly a function of the exhaust temperature. Since temperatures are always

higher in computations "A", these computations predict more gases than compu-

tations "B". The highest exhaust temperature is that of Run 1, computation



"All; the condensable gases according to that computation, comprising 19% of
the total exhaust, consist mostly of boron-containing species. At lower

temperatures (e.g. computations "B") the equilibrium of boron-containing

species shifts toward formation of substantially more B2 03 (1); the condensable

gases drop to roughly 10% of the total formulation,-and they consist mostly

of MgCI 2 and HCI.

The theoretical characterization of the CE relevant to this report

can be summarized as follows: (a) 11 of the boron will be found in the CE.
The fraction of the CE which is boron (any form) is about 50% for either propellant.

regardless of the type of computation ("A" or "B"). Quantitative data
on the amounts of boron in the CE of each run, both as predicted by the

thermodynamics and as determined experimentally, are detailed in Section IV.

(b) Most of the boron (roughly 90% of it) is found in three solid species:

B, B4 C, and BN. The question of the realistic distribution of boron among

these -three,i.e., the relative merits of computations "A" and "B", must be

resolved by experiment. (c) The remainder of the boron is in the CE in the

form of boron-oxygen-hydrogen species. While some of these are rather volatile,

all will be condensed at the room temperature. (d) The remainder of the CE

consistsilargely of MgA1 2 04 and MgCl 2 in computations "A", and MgAI 2 04 , MgCI 2,

and C(s) in computations 'B".

10



llI. PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONDENSED EXHAUST

1. Microscopic Examination

The condensed exhaust (CE), collected as described in Section

II, was examined under an optical microsc6pe with magnifications up to 500X.

The untreatud CE consists of very large, but only loosely agglomerated- clusters.

The tumbling of the clusters with soft (plastic) balls breaks up the mass of

the CE into smaller particles. Microphotographs of CE samples (a) as col-

lected and (b) after tumbling are shown in Figure 2. The treated material

(Figure 2b) consists of particles ranging from about 3 to 50 pim in-diameter.

-Larger particles in that range are no doubt agglomerates which could be broken

up by continued tumbling. The small material .(< 10 um) may be either firm

agglomerates or single particles.

Several distinctive features can be seen under the microscope.

The bulk of the CE is dark and apparently amorphous, but quite a few crystals

are also visible. The crystals are either white or colorless. The dark

material could be carbon and carboneous material, elemental boron, or ppseibly

B 4C. The light material could be any and all of the following: B203 (color-

less), B2 03 " H 20 (triclinic crystals, white), MgCl 2 (colorless hexagonal):

MgCI2" H 0 (white), MgAl 2 04 (colorless), and BN (white hexagonal).
2 224

2. Density Measurement

We determined the density of the CE samples by suspending them

in inert liquids having several different specific gravitieso The liquids

were mixtures of bromoform (sp. gr. 2.89) and carbon tetracnloride (sp. gr.

1.595). The samiples were found to consist of particles having different

densities, mostly in the range of 1.8 to 2.1 gm/cc.

A complete set of such density measurements has been made

on -the CE sample collected in Run I. Photographs of several suspensions

°are shown in Figures 3, 4-and 5. These photographs allow interesting con-

clusions to be nade.

ii
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Figure 3 shows suspensions of the CE, as collected in Run 1,

in liquids having specific gravities ranging from 1.8 to 2.2. It can be seen

that all particles in the sample have specific gravities lower than 2.2-, and

some even lower than 1.8. Most of the sample appears to be around sp. gr. 2.0.

A CE sample from Run- was washed in a hot mixture of methyl

and ethyl alcohol, a standard procedure for removal of B2 0 from boron powder.

Suspensions -of the wasbed sample are shown in Figure 4. -It can be clearly

seen that the specific gravity of most of the washed material is- higher than

2.3. It should be noted here that MgClI, a major thermodynamically -predicted

constituent of the CE, is also soluble in alcohol.

For the purpose of comparison, two suspensions made with the
"off-the-shelf" boron -powder (Kawecki Co. material used in all our propellants)

are shown in Figure 5: virtually all -of the powder has the specific gravity

oi about 2.3, i.e., distinctly higher than the unwashed CE, but perhaps

slightly lower than the washed- CE. The handbook value for the specific gravity

of pure boron is 2.32-2.35. Thu6 the 2.3 value for the conmmerical powder

is very reasonable, especially since the material is' known to contain about

2% B2 03 , which has a lower specific gravity.

Our conclusion is that, in the CE, low-density substances coat,

or are firmly attached to, solid B (and B4 C, if any). The washing removes

these substances, and leaves a residue consisting largely of B (sp. gr. 2.32 -

2.35) and possibly graphite (sp. gr. 2.26), B4 C (sp. gr. 2.54), or 'BN (sp.gr.

2.25). The possible low-density species are-: B203 (sp. gr. 1.85), B2 03 .311 9 0

(sp. gr. 1,49), and MgCI2- 61H90 (sp. gr. 1.56); -the-MgCl 2 without any crystal-

line water has the specific g'avity of 2.33. Since carbon is insoluble in

alcoholi the fact tnat the washed- CE contains little low-density material

suggests that the untreat.ed- CE contained little or no amorphous carbon (sp. gr.

1.8 to 2.1). This has to be interpreted in the light of the thermodynamic

computations: the full computation on Run i (Section I), including B4C and

BN in the products, predicts no solid carbon; if B4 C and BN are "suppressed,"

the thermodynamic computation Prodicts the CE to contain about 7% carbon.

This comparison suggests that ccmputations "A" may be somewhat more realisi.{c.

16
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IV. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONDENSED EXHAUST

The CE samples from all four motor runs were analyzed chemically

for boron. The analysis was performed by Ledoux and Company, Teaneck, N. J.

on a subcontract from Atlantic Research. The CE samples were first separated

into the soluble and the insoluble portions by boiling water, and then each

of the two portions was analyzed for total boron.

The results of the chemical analysis are summarized in Table IV,

which lists (a) fraction of the CE which is boron (any form), (b) division of the

CE into soluble and insoluble portions, and (c) fraction of the- total boron

in-each of these portions. In each case we have listed the thermodynamicnlly

predicted values along with- the experimentally determined ones. The species

assumed insoluble for the purpose of comparison of the computation with tie

experiment are listed in Table IV. The reader should consult Table III to

see which species can occur in- any appreciable amounts (> 05,% of total -form-

ulation). Inspection of Tables III and IV shows that the insoluble boron

can be expected to be found in B, B C and BN. The soluble boron may come4
from a number of boron-oxygen-hydrogen species.

Before discussing the ind-vidual columns of Table IV we point out

that, generally, the experimental results show somewhat larger differences

from run to run than the theoretical predictions; moreover, the deviation

of the theory from the experiment is not always in the same direction from

run to run (e.g., always positive or always negative), but generally random.

The experimental procedure consisted of three independent steps: propellant

combustion (including ejection efficiency), sample collection, and chemical

analysis. Since the combination of all three contributes to the final results

listed in Table TV, we cannot ascertain the reasons for the random deviation

in all four runs. However, the combustion of Run 4 does appear to have been

faulty. Table I shows that the ejection efficiency of that run was unusually

poor. Table IV shows both an exceptionally low amount of boron in the CE

and an exceptionally low amount of insoluble matter in the CE; both results

indicate that in Run 4, for some unknown-reason, a significant fraction of

17
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the boron had remained in the motor (the residue was not analyzed). In

view of these atypical results, Te shall omit Run 4 from the discussion of

trends in Table IV.

In all three runs under comparison (Runs 1, 2, and 3), the measured

amount of boron in the CE agrees somewhat better with computation "A" than

with computation "B". The average deviations from the experiment are 12%

for computations "A" and 19% for computations "B". However, it must be pointed

*• out that the experimental data are not intermediate between the two computa-

tions, as might he expected if there were partial formation of B4C and BN:

rather, both theoretical results are low in Run 2 and high in Runs 1 and 3.

The partition of the CE into soluble and insoluble portions is pre-

dicted distinctly better by the computation "A" in Run 2, slightly better by

"B" in Run 1, and about equally well in Run 3. Average deviations from the

experiment: 6% for computations "A", 8% for computations "B".

The percentage of insoluble boron is predicted better by "A" in

Runs 1 and 3, and equally well by "A" and "B" in Run 2. Average deviations:

12% for "A", 20% for "B".

The measured amounts of boron in the soluble portion of the CE are

predicted quite well by both computations in Run 3, but very poorly in Runs

I and 2. Computation "B" appears somewhat better of the two. Average dev-

iations: 41% for "A", 29% for "B".

We conclude that according to both the experimental data and either

one- of the two computations only about 50% of the total CE is boron. Beyond

that, one can see that three out of four questions which can be answered by

the results of the chemical analysis - namely, the amount of boron in the CE,

the fracti.on of the CE which is insoluble, and the amount of boron in the
".nsoluble portion - are predicted reasonably well (order of 10%) by the full

thermodynamic computation (column "A" in Table IV). Computations "B" are

somewhat less successful, but it appears that they also give a rough idea of

the composition of the CE. Indeed, it is possible that the assumptions
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inherent in the theoretical comparisons-- e. g.•, the freezing of the exhaust

equilibrium - introduce more of an uncertainty than the difference between

the two sets of computations. Only an extensive chemical analysis of several

species (Mg, B4C, C, and others) could resolve the problem of the detailed

composition of the CE.
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V. -COMBUSTION OF THE CONDENSED EXHAUST

As -described in Section I11, and- shown in Figure 2, the ball-milled

CE consists of many small particles with sizable agglomerates interspersed.

-Prolonged bail-milling and sieving through a 20 on mesh screen produced a

fine -powder consisting of particles having A fairly uniform size distribution

with- average -diameters of 3 to 4 Wm. By careful screening between 30 and

35 oh, -we alsoý found- -it possible to separate coarse powder samples- consisting

-of -i--rm agglomerates which could- be treated as single partic?.es.

-Combustionof -the coarse CE samples was studied by a single-particle

technique: ut-i••izing a gas burner,- which was previously developed and exten-

sively used at At-antic Research for combustion- studies of aluminum -(6, 7, 8),

•beryllium _9, 10) and boron- (2). Since particles smaller -than 10 or 20 pm

in-diameter are difficult tO handle and observe singly, we adapted the gas-

burner technique -for a study of particle clouds. The newly developed- tech-

n nique was used-to study ignition and- sombustion of the fine CE powder.

A. The Gas- -Burner

The gas-burner used for both the work with-single particles,

30 to 40 pm in diameter, and clouds of fine particles, 3 to 4 pm in diameter,

is -sho in -Figure 6-. In the- single-particle work, the powder is introduced

directly into the flotation chamber; -the lower chamber is not used.

This apparatus was described in detail in Ref. 6. The particles are entrained

through- the hypodermic needle- by an- inert carrier gas, usually helium, and

thus introduced rapidly into the stream oi a burner gas having known composition

-a.nd temperature. The linear velocity of the burner-gas is of the order of

I dm/msec. -The-effect -of the inert gas on combustion of particles can be

neglected, because the hypodermic tube is only 0.25 mm in -diameter, and

Ignition of partid-es -takes -place several centimeters above the burner plate.

-The modification of the burner to allow combustion studies of

clouds -consisting of small particles has been -accomplished by (a) the- addition

of the lower chamber, and (b) enlargement of the hypodermic tube to 0.6 mm
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in diameter. The purpose of the lower chamber is to break up -particle clusters,

or to prevent them from forming in the first place. This is done by the intro-

duction of a high-velocity tangential jet of the carrier gas which stirs up

the powder and the plastic balls with which the chamber is packed. In this

way a steady stream of powder can be introduced into burner gases for pro-

longed periods of cime. Our experiments usually lasted 5 to 15 minutes.

One disadvantage of the continuous cloud combustion experiments is

that the effect of the carrier gas on ignition of particles cannot be-neglected.

This is so primarily -because the preigrition delaye of small -particles are

very short. As will be -described- later in this- report, the CE particles ignite

wVen their temperature approaches 2000'K. Heat transfer estimates show that

heatup times from room temperature to 2000'K of 3.5 tan diameter-particIes.,

injected into gases having -temperatures of 2200 to 2500*K- are only of the

order of 10 to 100 gsec. The laminar diffusion mixing -time for a 6 mm dia-

meter jet will be of the order of-0.5 msec, Thus. the preignition delays and

the carrier-gas mixing times over-lap, so a quantitative- -study Of ignitior

delays would require detailed -heat transfer and mi::ing calculation#. Out

work did not include such calculations. On the other -hand, studies :of pos)-

ignition burning times are not seriously affected by the -carrier gas mixing

process, because the temperature of the gas adjacent to the particle nmst

approach the burner-gas -Zemperature (i.e., the mixing must be nearly -completed)

before ignition. Moreover, in the actual experiments described in Section

V-C, the carrier gas was air-, and the mole fraction of oxygen in the burner

gases was X = 0.2 in most experiments. Thus, the mole fractions o-f 02' -the

most important oxidant, were matched in the two gases. Since the -carrier

air was initially cold, the effective gas- temperature -during -combustion was

not known accurately (it was probably a little below the gas-burner temper-

ature), but the gas temperature is not a dominant parameter during se~lf-ous-

tained combustion; the mole -fraction of -the oxidaint is. Thus, the experiment-

is well concrolled as far as post-ignition processes are concerned.
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B. Single-Particle Experiments

The single-particle technique has been used for a study of

both the ignition and the subsequent combustion of a 30-40 -n CE sample col-

lected in Run 4. The gas burner was -run on propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures.

The burner gases consisted of 1.4 -20% 02' most observations having been

made with about 20% 02, 15 - 20% H2 0, and 10 - 12% CO 2 ; che remainder was

mostly N2 . Gas temperatures were varied from J850 to 2300°K. Velocities

of burner gases were about 1000 cm/sec, and those' of the carrier (helium)

about 100 cm/sec.

Quantitative ignitior and combustion parameters of neat boron

powder in the 30' to 40 pn range are well known from our previously published

work (2). Since it is of obvious interest to compare the combustion character-

istics of the CE to those of boron, we shall now briefly state the relevant

results of Ref. 2. The entire history of the boron particles (a = 35 Pm)

in the burner gases (2240°K, 19% 02, 16% H 20) can be divided into three phases:

a dark pre-ignition period (ca. 8 msec), followed by a peculiar two stage

Scomb)ustion, the durations of the two periods being tI = 4 mse? and t 2  II msec.

The -first combustion stage begins when the particle temperature is about

1850'K. The first stage is generally believed to correspond to slow combustion,

impded by a- layer of liquid B2 0 3 . Most of the mass of boron is consumed

during the rapid second stagc, controlled by the gas-phase diffusion of cxi-

dants toward the particle; -thus t 2 approximates the total diffusion-combustion

time of the particte, t 2 Lb. The minimum temperature of the burner gases

necessary for ignition of particles was found to be 1880 ± 20 9 K.

The CE agglomerates, 30 pm < d < 40 pin, were found to burn

as single particles: there is no separaticn of particle trajectories. Thus,

we can make a quantitative comparison of the CE combustion to combustion of

boron. When the CE, 30 pm < d < 40 pm, is burned in the same burner gases

as the 35 pm boron (T 2240°K, 19% 02, 16% H2 0 - see previous paragraph),

-the following differences are observed:
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1. The CE "particles" give well-defined burning times, -but

there is no sign of two-stage combustion.

2. The average burning time of the CE is tb = 10 ± 1.5 msec.

3. The CE ignites substantially lower in the burner gases than

boron: we estimate that the preignition delay of the CE is

30 to- 50% lower than for boroa particles.

In addition to the tests at constant gas temperature and con-

stant mole fraction of 02, we ran two series of experiments in which these

two parameters were varied. Variation of temperature at constant mole fraction

of 02 (ca. 0.2) -showed that the minimum gas temperature necessary for ignition

of the CE is 1850 ± 25 ' K. Variation of 0, content at the approximately con-

stant gas temperature of 2200 to 2300 K shows that the CE continuer to burn,

although very slowly, even at the lowest mole fraction of 02 which we tried,

0.014.

Since -the burning timne of a particle is a strong function of

its diamcter, and since we have no accurate value for the average diameter

of the CE, the two values, tb =0 msec for the-CE and tb t 2 = 11 msec -for

boron, must be considered the same withini-the experimental error.

C. Cloud Combustion Experiments

The cloud technique for combustion of small parti.cles, des-

cribed in Section V-A, yields average preignition delayr t. and burning times,

tb. A cloud of burning CE particles (Run 1) is shown in Figure 7. Inspec-

tion of this photograph will show that both t. and tb are approximate, because

in a burning cloud one cannot define clear points of onset and cessation of

combustion. Furthermore, since the preignition delay necessarily overlaps

" 4 the carrier-gas-mixing titne (see Section V.-A for discussion), one cannot

obtain cloud ignition temperatures from measured preignition delays as in

single-particle work; one can only determine relative ignitabilities of tao

clouds by comparing the preignition distances in two replicate experiments.

Two CE samples, from Runs 1 and 4, have been studied by this

techniquc. The results obtained with these two samples are indistinguishable
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from each other. In the subsequent sections the "CE sample" means- either

Run 1, or Run 4, or -both.

i. Particle Sizes

The CE samples used in the cloud experiments consisted

of the material which had passed through a 20 pm mesh screen. However, since

the gas burner operates in such a way that the material is subjected to pro-

longed swirling with plastic balls (see Section V-A and Fig. 6), there is

no assurance that the particle size distribution injected into the burner

gases is the same as in the original (sieved) sample. We therefore sampled

the unburned material after injection into the burner gases, i.e., at a point

between the injection orifice but below the point of ignition. Microscopic

examination of the sampled material revealed that the particle diameters

were in the range between 2 and 7 pm. The average diameter was about 3.5 pin.

In addition to the CE, two other samples were studied by

the cloud-combustion technique for the purpose of comparison: an amorphous

boron sample, supplied by U. S. Borax, Inc., stated to be 98% pure, and the

material supplied by Kawecki, Inc. The Borax powder particle diameters are

in the narrow range of 1.0 ± 0.2 pm. The Kawecki powder has a wide distri-

bution of particle diameters, ca. 1 to 20 pm, with the number average of

3 rum. The Kawecki boron is used both in ARCADENE 256A and 280 propellants.

2. Ignition

A technique for direct measurement of minimum gas temper-

atures necessary for ignition of particles had been developed previously in

connection with our single-particle work (2): a stream of particles is

continuously injected into burner gases, the temperatare of which is gradually

decreased until the particles cease to ignite. This technique has now been

successfully applied in the cloud-combustion work. The mole fraction of 02

in these ignition-limit experiments was kept about 0.2.

The limiting temperature was found to be the same, within

the experimental error, for the Borax sample and for the CE: 1980 ± 20'K.

It will be noted that this is 100 - 150' higher than the analogous temperature
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limit for 30 - 40 jrn particles of either the CE or crystalline boron (Section

V-B of this report and Ref. 2).

Measurements of the minimum gas temperatures necessary for

ignition of powders, which we shall refer to as "temperature limits" from

now on, have resulted in two conclusions: (a) temperature limits for clouds

of small (< 10 pm) particles are 100 to 150*K higher than for large (30 to

40 um) particles; (b) regardless of the particle size, temperature limits

are the same for the CE and for boron.

We shall first discuss the second conclusion: similarity

of the temperature limits. This result is surprising for two reasons. First,

as discussed in Section IV, only about half of the CE is boron. The remainder

consists of substances which have different ignition temperatures. Referring

to Tables II through IV, we can see that ignition temperatures of some expected

ingredients will be higher than those of boron (B4 C, BN, Al), while others

will be lower (Mg, MgCl 2 , Fe, C). One would expect a priori that ignition

of any appreciable fraction of the CE would lead to ignition of the entire

sample. The experimentally determined ignition temperature of the CE perhaps

suggests that the amounts of ignitable ingredients are relatively small. We

have no chemical analysis of the CE ingredients other than boron, nor do we

know the critical degree of admixture of ignitable materials required to lower

the ignition temperature of samples below that of boron.

The measured ignition temperature of the CE also appears sur-

prising at the first glance, because the observed preignition delays are

substantially lower than for boron. This result, however, can be rationalized.

First, we point out that the density of the CE is lower than that of boron

(Section-III). Now the heating rate of a particle is inversely proportional

to its density:

dTp 6 [k 9Nu]

dt p C d d eT41
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where p is density, C heat capacity, and k thermal conductivity; the subscripts

p and g refer to particle and gas respectively. This means that the heat-up

time of a particle to any specified-tkemperature will be directly proportional

to its density. Since the measured densities of the CE are 10 to 20% lower

than that of boron, the heat-up times will be lower by the same factor.

In addition to the density effect, there may be a more subtle

difference in the pre-ignition processes between the-CE and boron. The CE

particles are almost certainly agglomerates, so they are apt to have much

larger surface areas than crystalline boron, which was studied in Ref. 2.

Since during the pre-ignition stage the rate process will usually not be

controlled by gas-phase diffusion toward the particle, but rather by the

global surface kinetics - including the processes of diffusion across a sur-

face layer, vaporization, and chemical reaction (11. 12) - the pre-ignition

rate will be proportional to the effective surface area. The large surface

area of the CE may be expe-ted to have two observable effects: (a) the

ignition "runaway" temperature, and therefore the pre-ignition delay will be

decreased; and (b) the duration of the first combustion stage (tI observed

in the case of boron) will also be decreased. As described earlier in this

section, a substantial decreasc in the pre-ignition delay of the CE as com-

pared to boron was indeed observed. Concerning the second expected effect,

decrease in tI, we have observed no first stage at all in the case of the CE.

Since a decrease in t1 by a factor of about 4 would suffice to make the first

stage elude the observation, a large increase of the effective surface may

account for the effect; however, this is a matter of conjecture.

We now turn briefly to the other quantitative conclusion

regarding the ignition, namely that temperature limits of clouds consisting

of small particles are higher than for large single particles. A detailed

theoretical analysis of the boron ignition (11, 12, 14) shows that the process

is complex involving problems of heat transfer, gas-phase and surface-layer

diffusion, and vaporization. Examination of Figure 17 in Section VI (a

reprint of Reference 12) indicates that 2 micron particles are predicted to
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have a minimum required surroundings temperature for ignition approximately

90*K higher than that predicted for 30 micron particles, consistent with the

experimental observations. (This is not conclusive, however, since the pre-

dictions are in both cases for 3ingle particles and tOe cloud effect on

minimum required surrodndir.gs temperature for ignition is not well-defined.)

3. Burning Times

The cloud combustion technique has been used for burning

time measurements of the CE, cf the Borax boron, and of the Kawecki boron.

The burning time tb was taken to -be equal to the length of the burning cloud

(see Fig. 7), divided-by the linear velocity of the burner gases. Since the

luminosity of the cloud both-develops and fades out gradually, an approximate
visual judgement concerning 't6he length of combustion must be made. The vel-

ocity of the burner gases can be calculated from known (metered) input gas

flow and known flame temperature; it can also be obtained by measurement of
single-particle velocities. The calculated and the measured values usually

agree withim about 25%. We estimate that the combined uncertainties of the

cloud length and particle velocity may conceivably lead to an error in deter-
mination oi t b of up to a factor of two, but most t b values are probabiy better

than that.

The average results of three cloud-combustion measurements
are shown in Figure 8-. •Te burner gas properties in all three experiments

were: T = 2240*K, X(O2 ) = 0.19, X(H2 0) = 0.16. A single point for the tb

of a spherical boron particle, d = 37 um, -is given in the same- plot. The

single-particle point is a small extrapolation of an accurate measurement

(see Table VI of Ref, 5) in a somewhat different burner gas: T = 2280 0 K,

X(O2 ) = 0.23, X(H2 0) =-0. Even with the extrapolation, the values of both
t b and of d are no doubt much more accurate for the single-particle point

than for the cloud measureiments. In view of the uncertainties in the cloud

measurements, one should be careful about assigning a specific numerical value
to the slope n in Figure 8. However, an inspection of the figure shows that

even if the cloud data are in error by a factor of 2, n will still be closer

to unity than to a value of 2, predicted by single-particle diffusion theories

(13, 14).
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In addition to experiments ru with burner gases having

a constant relatively high mole fraction of oxygen, X(O2 ) 0.2, cloud experi-

ments were made with decreasing values of X(O2 ) both with the CE 5nd with

the Borax boron powder. Gas temperatures in all the tests were kept at about

2300*K. Only visual observations were made. It was found that bo-h powders

burned about equally vigorously down to X(O2 ) 0.14. The combustion bright-

ness decreased rather sharply between X(O2 ) O.l and 0.12, and then very

gradually down to about X(O2 ) = 0.05 with both powders. At very low mole

fractions of oxygen, 0.015 to 0.05, the CE powder burned very weakly, and

the boron powder hardly at all.

The single-particle experiments indicate that the burning times

tb of the CE are about the same as for boron. This appears a priori reasonable,

because one would expect the limiting process to be the gas-phase diffusion

of oxidants regardless of the chemical composition. Aigher volatility of

some expected CE ingredients should accelerate the burning rate of particles.

Thus- if the CE is rich in species such as Mg, 14gCl 2 , and Fe, one should expect

it to burn somewhat faster than boron. On the other hand, if it contains

large amounts of B4C (and possibly BN), it may burn more slowly: B4 C is known

to burn more slowly than boron (15), and BN has been observed to ignite only

with difficulty. In either case, the change in tb of boron caused by adulter-

ation is probably not sufficient to be clearly demonstrated by our experiments.
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VI. MODELING OF BORON PARTICLE IGNITION IN HOT GAS STREAMS (Reprinted-
fram Combustion Science and Technology.)

~otni~snyu cieicc nd Tec~no~~ c, Gordon and Breach,-Sciencc Publishers Ltd.
1974, Vol. 8, pp. 255-2?3- Printed in The United Kingdom

Boron Particle Ignition- in -Hot Gas Streams
-' MERILL K. KING

Atlantic Research C'orporction, Ale vandlria, J'irginia

Abstract-A model-of boron ignition treating the inhibiting effect of a boric oxide coating has been developed.
Transi-rnt differential equations describing the Qeneration and removal of the oxide and associated thermal effects
along-with heat transfer between the particle aZnd surroundings have been derived, converted to difference form
and-prograrnmed for computer solution for determination of ignition~ limits and ignition times. P~redktons for
particles stdd by cek-in a flat-flame burner have been compared with experimental results - agreemn sgo
fur dry gas cases, but poor when the gas sl:r~ani includes water. The program has been used to predict effects of
initial oxide thickness, particle size, pressure, oxygen content, initial particle temperatture. g~as !empei'ature and
surroundings radiation temperature on ignition. In addition, the original differential eqluatio.1s have been treated
by a stability analysis to determine -alIeni1ion limits--excellent agreement is found between results obtained with
the stability analysi's and the numerica analysis.

NOMENCLATUR~E P112( 3.ý- boric oxide partial pressure in free-
streami (atm)

A, B; C, D, constants in stability analysis Q,, earlaso Bs 4 BO 3(
-E,:F dependent only on initial particle (caljgm-rnol)

si~e and such botindary conditions as 41 * betrlaeo -l O 2 3 l
pr-essure, oxygen mole fraction. and- (callgin-inol)

aAmbienit temperature R gas law constant, 82.06 attn-cm~i
Ci-t -iquid boroni heat capacity (caljgm 'K gmn-mol 'K.
ls solid boron-liat capacity (caljgm i( R' gas law constant, 8.316 l0--cra am.

C1,1120. liquid boron oxide heat capacity mol 'K
(cal/gm 'K) R1s molar rate of boron consumrptr'.n

ffraction of boron in the liquid phase (gri-mollsec)
hi gas-paitick, heat transfer coefficient R, molar evaporation rate of boric oxide

(ca!'crnt~sec-0K) (gm-mol101sec)
k inass tratnsfer coefficient for transport R11 molar rate of removal of B.0, by

of boric oxide gas from particle to water ieaction (gmi-moljsec)
fresram (gm- l/m -atm see) r, oo article-radius (cm)

.11, N', S. LU constantsdelined byequations (20;-23) RGEN mnass rate of enenration o1'borik oxide
fixsed by A, B, C, D, E. F, TI, and ,X liquid (gm1!Sec)

(%w)" boron atomic weigt (gini-,i-mol) REVAP miass rate of evaporation of boric

0tVj,), brcoxide molecular -wih g'oxide (gmnfsec)
,gm-mol) Tfree stream gas temperature ("K)

N u Nusselt Number 7'-.,. particle center temperature ('K)
-~P total pressure (atm) T1,. particle temperature CýK)

-oxygen partial pressure in free strectm Ti t. I surroundings radiation tempefirature
(atm) (c'K)(IZ3.1f boric oxide partial pressure adjacent T.particle surface temperature ("K)
to particle surface (atm) molecular volumec of species j (cmn")

P;1203 boric oxide vapor pressure (atm) A' oxide layer thickness (cm)
'iI2O.* wvater gas partial pressure in free VB13ý* diffusivity or gaseous -boric oxide in

strearn (atm') nitrogen (emll"'se)
'iI 2A'rf water gas partial pressure adjacent to 1)11 110,\'2  df'?sivtefe)lO~i itoep)article surface (atmn)(c !s)

"i ~ HBO. partial pressure adjacent to D112o,.2 diffusivity of water gas in nitrogen
pazrtijcl surface (atm)(mjsc
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All,, heat absorbed by reaction or FLO0 is heated solely by convccti'.e and, or radiative
with 13.03(1) (cahnim-mol) flux(es) from hotter stirroundIinas. At stilliciently

Al,, hat of fuision of' boron (caI;,-,m) high particle temperalture (appro~ximnately 1800 KC)
heat of vaporization of 13.0,i(/) tion-neligaiibic self-heating of' tile particle b\
(Cal `gm1-11ol) exothermnic oxidation begins to be superimposed

7. e\aporation coellicient of boric oxidle onl the convective and r-,idiative fluxes. Since the
liquid particle is iniit ialIly coated with Iit anoxide la ver, the

Ixsurroundings absorptivity oxygen for this reaction must diffuse throlugh thie
Of. thermal diffusivity of boron (cm-,sec) liquid oxide layer. As the oxidation of' the boi )i
yrStcfiin-lBoltzmnann conwtani . 1.354 - core occurs. of' cours~e. it makes the oxide layer

10 "~calfcm;-see M' thicker, increasing diffusional resistance. At the
Cparticle emlissivitV samlle time. ,kas longw as the particle temperature
1. lert/.Knudsen Impingement factor- continue., to rise. thie viscositv of the oxide decrease

(gm-miollcmn atm sec) and consequently the dillusivity of' oxygeni in thle
0 time (see) oxide increases. In addition. boron oxide simlul-
Pit boron density (gmi~cm') taneously ev~aporates and] diffuses away from the
P11--0 3  boric oxide density (gmi!cm'") layer at a rate which depends onl the particle
SupecrscriptIs tem~per~aturc.-tendline to thin thie layver. -i loy-e~er.

Overscore (TI., T~) indicates quasi-steady-state this evaporation -is anl endotherinic process which
'.alue in stability analysis tends to cool (or ait least lower thie rate of heating)

Prime (T;., X') indicates perturbation value in the particle. Once the particle temperatul e rises
sability anaysi above the surroundings temperature thle convective

Sb'':-and radiative hecat liuxcs t urn neeative andl be-inl to
usrp col he article. AsIon- as the sum of thle self-

0 inicaes nitil vlueheating term and convective-radiative heatiim-
termn remains greatler than the-p roduct of the oxide

INTROD)UCTION AND BACKGROUND vaoia In raeIllha fvprz'in h
* -Recently. King (1972) published a model for the vpoiartice tepratue will continue to risei. Ifthise

ignition of' single boron particles in hot oxygen- station persists to [lhe point M here the reminaingn
containing gas streams. Thbis model wvas used to oxide laver is -sulliciently th in. ~i tem-purat tre
predict ignition times obserxe(I by Macek (1969) in runatxay \\iIII occur. the particle \%ill linash cleainsiiig
flat-flame burner boron particle ignition studies and itself of oxide, aind full-fledged combustion "ill
to predict conditions required for ignition of boron occur. If. onl the othier hand, thle 'Sum of thec-self-
particles in air-augmented rocket f1terburners. heaiting'- and COn\Cctixe'radiataxe terms drops beto\ý
Macek (1969) observed in his hlat-flame burner the '.aporization hecat demand befoic thie suriace is,
studies that the combustion of boron Occurts in- twVo cleaned, the particle V%\ill not iunite.
successive staues. After heat uip to -about 1800- I Kn'(17) orcua oe, twsasie

2000 K.. the-partiele becomies luminous. Iglo\%s for that oxide production Is Lontrolled bv dilffuson of
a short period of' time, flides out. amnd finally oxygen through thle liquid oxide film. ers
re-ianites to b)urn completely in a secondl stage Law. the Wilke correlation-for diffumvti-i-t of m gwa%
whichi is much brighiter and longer than the. first tl'-ough I liquid as a f unction of \ iscosmtx . and an
stage. This auithor interprets the first stage as anl Arreriltius %~ mscosi tN -tempera tutre la%% \%eme used ito
ignmition st-age during~ which the boron particle is derved Vlc-ontan xrsinfrteoci
coated by a molten b~oric oxide layer through % hich delix cry rate ito the bo'ron core, the t\%t o onstants
oxygen must dilfuse to reaclt xx ith the boi on to -enzc lae 'o alley and l-fendcrs on (1961)

prv~eraction heat for vapori7Mtmon of the oxide d -t for the oxidation ofI boron i odS. ItI ",Is
layer Before the second stage of' ftmll-fledaed assumied that the removal of oxide from11 the sulrl*otC
combustion canl occtir. the oxide laye mst be %%as cxapor.to-aecnr~ld xt n.ci~to
completely removed from thie boron particle, energy equmal ito the oxide heat ofexapoi ation and aj

The processes occurring dutring the ignition of an pre-exponentifal factor determnined again fromn
initially oxide-coa~ted boron particle in a hot-gas Talley and H enderson dat.t. Three nonlinear
streamn are complex. First. there is a hecat-up stage tinstead) -state differential equations in boron mass,

duigwihte compartvl, odbrnpril oxide mass. and temperature resulting fromI 36
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application of' mass and enthalpy balances were BI.:ckburn (1965). (The Blackburn value vvaý
inteurated numerically for given boundary condi- brought to this autlior~s attention subsequent it,
tions, and initial conditions to determine whether or determination of the best fit %alune of' 0.04.)
not a given particle would ignite and. if' so. howv substitution of' this %.titlue into equation (Ii ) ields
Ion,- the ignition time would be (both- important k,'.r = 46.2lPri., %% here the particle radius is no0W
hactors in determining whether a boron particle expressed in microns. ]in Macek*.s-'V\perinnent%. thle
will release its heat in a finite-rcsidence-tinie after- particle radii werc 17.5 to 22 mnicrons and] the
burner), pressure was one atmosphecre. yielding A 71' -2

Tile origtinal model of King (1972) has subse- Under typical afterburner condition. examinled,
quently been revised to eliminate several short- the ~Irrticle radii ranged from I to 10 microns and
cominszs. Details of the modified model development pressure ranged fromý I to 20 atmosphecres. %ielding
and results predicted with ic~ are presented in the A'ar values ol'appro'simately 0.2 to 5. Accordingly.
subsequent sections. Briefly, the changes atre: in the revised model no limiting1 assumption -is

1 ) In the original model, the hcliat of fusion of made reagirding, cvaporation -kinetics or ox\ide gas
the boron. I-kiich- must be supplied when the diffusion control for tlie oxideremova Istep- -rat her.
particle-reaches-the boron melting point of 2450' K, t resistanLes.
was not considered-it is included in a modified 3) -Water appears to have more beneficial
treatetohzetap aac ntens effect on boron particle ignition than usould he
miodel. predicted by assuming that it diffuses through the

2) It was assumed in the -origzinal model that oxide layer to react v~ ith the boron core in the
the liquiL boric oxide removal rate N%.t, limited by same manner as oxygen. AccordingINl. the moodl
cxapc-ation kinetic-s, with Talley and Henderson has been modified to treat H.Io %.ipor as reaviinii
Joat-bcing used-to-cobtaimn a pre-exponirntial factor by a dilrtsion-linuied reaction %sithi the boriL oxide
fail.% thus -an evaporation coeffick'nt of approxi- [H.0 + I1,C3,(I) -ý 21-1102] to aid in renio:Al- of
mnately(0.-0)6). Tllisisssuniptiotilihas been ;uestioiect (lhe oxide layer.
byv Mohian and 'Williams (1972) in :mnodiei boron Mohian and Williams (1 972)_ hiý..s doudoped
ignition model (discussed later) in which they mi;r(tlough not identical) equations for the-
assume the oxide removal rate to be limited by generation and rernosal of a boron o\ide l.L ' r on a-
diffusion of the oxide cas a%%ay from the particle boron particle and the consequent variation ill
raither than b% va porization kinetics. A dimension- particle temperature usith time. l-lovne'er. iather
less group. A -7.,.'yb xmndt eemn h thain numericaill) integraite the,, resulting equ.lin
cuntrolling nroce~ss. If this par~ameter is near unity to determine whether or not a particle ignite,- aind.
the resihtanices of the e~aporation indl diffusion if so. hoxs low, the iconition time is. the% haN e taken-
Step.' .rL neciri) equatl and neither resistance may a1 different approach to predict Ms heter or not the
be ne-kctcd. sshifle if it is much larger than unity. particle will ignite for a ,iven set of' boundary

theprces i esentially evaporto raecn- conditions (wvith no information regarding the
trolled and if it is niuich less than units, the process timec-in' ohed). In thvý techniqLue. they Lon11%01 the
is essentially diffusion controlled. Substitution of boron and horik-oxide mass balance equations into
expressions -from Bird. Stc%%art. and Lightfoot an equation for the derikatise of oxide thicknes,%
(1960) for A and ), and use of anl averageC gas %sith time and use thc-enthalpy balance ito develop
temperature adjacent to the particle of approxi- aai equation for the deri%,itic-4,fr particle temperai-
mately 2000 'K leads to: ture with respet to tim -e. They then sc[. the

derivatives equal to zero and -solve the resulting
k 1.85 - 0'~ algebraic equations for auasi-stea dy-state values of

,.i,(I) oxide thickness and particle temperature for *.e
given lboundary conditions (particle size, surround-

where 7. is the boric oxide e~aporafion coeflicient, ings 'temperature. etc.). They next examine these
r1. is the particle radius in centimeters. and P' is the points for stability using a linearization iax-hiiique
pressure in atmospheres. Parametric studies around the quasi-steady-state values. As part, Of

- le~~adingto betfto h ata of Ma~ek (1969) as the current v.o-k. Itis author -has applied Mohian
discussed later indicate that c/. should be approxi- and Williams'ý echnique to his equations for the
matclv 0.04 11his valuec is consistent with a %,tile basic processes occuirring during the boron paliti, le
for l6oric oxide of 0.03 ±0.01 meastured by ignition. The basic ýdiffecrences between the
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itabilit)' analyst- carried out by tois aullhor and by o\ide aeileratioll .ýa.ssumced (o be controlled b% tile
Mohan and Williams are: diffusion of' thle oxyg~en throuehl thle liquidl 0\ide

1) Monan and Williavis treat a planar geometry Liyer. (Sample caku tlations indiicate that- in ewte~s
whereas this auithor treats a. spherical geometry. of' 95 percent of' thle resistanic of* transport of

2) 'Mohian and 'Williams assumne that thie o-%v,,en from thc iuas free-stream to thc boron-boric
removal of boric oxide fromn the particle surface is oxide interface is in the liquid layer.) It is ailso
'as-diflusioivcontrolled whereas this author trcats assumed that -thilt: eat rdeased Iby this reactionboth evpoa i inemis anedec heatisonrsist-fm isnd it fac any hme&[at :hga ticle is- losot b tern:;,it ;ainccs in series. is distrib~utedl-rn"pid!y-thriouý-hIott the-particle -th11.t

the oxidu -layer into the baoro itself' whereas this any given time. Ani expression may be easily

± Results obtained- -using Ilhe %.abiity mal~lysi'. and center temperatiiri: as a !'unction-of the rate kn
-_-technique- aMi usilig -thle tblmterical inteorationl change of surface temperalture-

treaitment of the same basic equatioins- are compared-
and discojssed in a later seztion. - 2

M DLDEVELOPMENT-

The boron ignition model emploved is (lepicted'1 Numerical calculations indic.ate that for boron
icui I. ~ trasiet moel rettiigparticles being ignited by hot !as stieams; excepi ill

Ieprtr boo mas(ndoieli~(jl te later staies of thermal-runaway. for parzicles-or
tempratre. oromis, rlased oxid reast iondof

10 mnicrott radiius. (IT 'dl) < -16" K second. Altconsequently, oxide thickness) as time-dependent 200 -K h hra ihsiivo'Ioo~i
paramneters. Boric oxide is i-encrated. boron is 200-.tlthradifsvyorbons

RADATVE CONECIV mapxim itl 5 mn 10d( alu cis- esen.Sbtiay ionverel

cosued ndli i rlasd yreac~tion propotionealue- ito t ,e quareo (2) tIele patil radius.
8203,e whc diluxcs acrsosste with lase-dn laoe anwtlthloe

Waheible oxyern ivr diffusint ial tronvugh te liui
boron) oaid laye toonboi conier boron'ce toToicoids

cluenher t oi of 7K ideisa cilculataieotnsy Iapor ie-
RADIATIVE~ CNETVpartticle outer il h surtcand restuill!ots tnc tle

02 fre-strea ., )s prlieviosl uessetiallyd inversetlie
HEAiFLU kinetAc ofU mapxrimtum atid t(A (Itii

SITE F REATION:procesoretonslto(idesured as ' tiles presitacles il-
H2O9)ON0 Msi or liqud)) Itrsolld tbe -otyed hof thid t removal. Inadiption.o

in castesia pairtclte ho .is sotraml conteains wohate
20 () lue's. -soitdwthisasei-o is assuae d toe reoemifomdtle

X ~otherefr carnnot by aus~ sot-ied reacse-in tionstde.

SITE OF REACTIONhles tllan e is to 20 percent)-throughusof the leaui-
~tsC)+ 324 (2 k)/ 231 aalroxide ayer to iolvtrct en to bofi oxie 1 a0ndl

: -las 13. iffuio. bo ic ly oxide isimutnosl vadddoorizI-~~~~ 1 02 COCETRTIN R-stE -remocdfri. the plrtviouley metoinedcbth iolen
finite kiIetic or0 LAYEIItio radiiletiofsio

BORON (sBoon i oartit liquzitd) trolling 1 r .Th is car peful obsc de remoaY l.t il eadditionil.
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some of the figures presented herein andI considering f_
thle vapor pressure versus temperature relationship
of-burfc oxide that fin some casesý the vapor pressure '0 RjQx 1(1%%. 1 II
of thle oxide exceeds the total pre.~sure a -n'I -hat I I(,.)-R~M~ p , l 1boiliniz should thus be considered. I lowever, at thle F~ 4 -n(ep + V)2  I
times that such situations occur 'thce oxide layer _x Ih(T, -T,.J + al~,(Tr, %I- TJ'.)])
is only onl the order-of-tOG Angstroms thick- and-it , Uz
is not clear to this author-tiht the phenomenon of' (5b)
- neration of unlimited surface area for vaporiza- T=25 K.0 f•)
tion associated with boilinio will occur. Accord-
ingly. the phenomenon of boiling is-not considered
and the suifiace area availablý for tran~sport of the (1O
boric oxide from liquid to gas-phase is assumed to (RQ~~ R,:(Alh .k ) - R11 AllI,
remlain equal to the particle .:eometric.il surface + 4-~i', + K'V )I
area. For all cases studieJ. the-calculatcd partial x ))T - T-1) + (7VY.,c(7'iltý, - *')
presstre of boric oxide gas at lile surface does not (-.'r i.pbH-il + 4 . ~pl- cq:,
exr~eed approximately 10 to 20 percent of the total
-pressure until well into thermal- runaway since, Sc
Alue to thle low evanoration coeffiecieni of the boric (TI, > ~5 Kf I
oxide, the pre.ssure'of oxide-at- the surlbce-rcmains Equation 5a expresses -tile rate of chance of'
considerably -less thin thc_ equilibriuim -vapor' particle temperature for temperatures below thle
pressure. (ýSec equation (3).) Trhe dark period melting, point of boron (2450 >K) with (Y'd0-being
observed-by Ma~ek (1969) between thie first bright- zero during this period. Equation (5b) expresse~s
period and thle subsequent very-lbright period-in the tile rate of change of fraction of thle boron melted
history ofan igniting boron pairticle hiwis-fiat-flame at the-boron melting, pint. dT,.;(40 being v'cro until
burner is probably due to the superheated oxide f reaches unity. Finally, equation (5c) expresses
finally flathinii off during sonmc part of the thermal -tile rate of chiange of particle temperature for
runaway, temporarily blotcking the inflow of oxygen teprtrsilexeso250K.fbigtnt
to thle particle aild causing a temporary temperature an begzrolltireo.
drop- -this part of the overall history is not included- R1, is the molar constimption rate of boron.
in thle imodel. R,. is the miolar rate of vaporization of boron

With the above asct-1 ,Ptiofis midl limitations, oxide, and Rj, is the molar rate of removal of
thle following-three equations (boron mass balance, boric oxide by the reaction ILO. + B .O.1(I)-
oxidle mass balance. enthalpy balance) may be- 2-11 B02. (See Nomienclattire for (lelinition of
written (note thlat three different enthalpy balaiices other symbols).
must be employed depending on whether thie Talley and Henderson (1961) data -were tised in
particle temperature is less than, equal to. or evaluation of the m~olar consum-ption rate of-boron
ureater than the mcltiig point of boron. 2450 'K;: (as limited by diffusion acros! thle liquid l320n

dr, R 1%(A I I V laver). With the use of I lcnrv's Law, tile Wilke
- - -(3) correlation for diff'usivity of a.-gas throtugh a liquid

(10 4 Vrj.p I as a fuinctioii or viscosity. ýand an Arrenihius
(IX- (Rjtj2 - R,~, - ~ L 1~,viscosity-temiperature l:iw. tl. following equation

dO ~ r;Piii,.(4) form may be 6trivCel for Ril:

R__ 4-( (6)

R lQ~)- _(,{XI1V.iV) -R11 All// ralley and Henderson measured tile ox~ide laver
+ - fr. +X)~I thicknesses at two temnperatures in theirexperimecnts

x [hT - T,1') + r7.j,,(7*j'_\. Tl',1 conducted with boron rods at one atmosphere
X [l~l. + -oxygen pressure. In addition, they reported thle

1`'. 427i;.'p1 2ojI..., +Iborona consumptionl rate per unit sample area for
(5a) these two test conditions. These data permit

-- (Ti. < 2450 ýK, f =0) evaltuationm of tile constanlts K, and~ £. iii equation

1 39
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(6). The resulting expression for tile molar expressed as:
consumption rate of boron is: R11

R 64.8(l10-)(r,, + X)T,e-""(p.) (7 + )

X D ll%' 'x"N tl) (_P_+o_,_ Pi/ n o. mirtwe)

It, the development-of an expression for Rn, (tle 2 (r,, + X)RTI.

molar rate of evaporation of boric oxide from the D,,1 ,,,.\.(Nu)
particle surface) both the kinetic limitations on 4(ri. + X)Rr, "

evaporation rate and the diffusional limitations on
transport of boric oxide gas tfrom adjacent to the (assuming that the partial pressure of H110.., in the
particle out to the free-stream were considered as free-stream is negligibly small).
series resistances-thus, A relationship between the partial pressures of

14.0 and H B10. at the surface provided by thermo-
R 1.,. ,7 dynamics permits elimination of these quantities

40"(r. + X):- from the two equalities-of equation (13) to yield
with use of equation4'4) (Gilliland (1934)) for the

= k(PjtP..,,,,,e,, -- Po,,,, (8) diffusivities. equationi 15) for R,."

In this study, it was assumed that the partial T-3.2
pressure of boric oxide in the free-stream (far from D,. = 4 .3 • 10  ( +
the particle) was zero. Thus. thru manipulation of X.
the two equalities in equation (8). the expression I
for R.. may be rewritten as:_(Tl) (,I I 1 (14)

R1,• + 2.xv ' 12

Rt. = 4v,(r, + X) 1o_,(i + .z'k) (Sa) R11 (9.15 • l0O/P)(Nu)(', 4 + X)T'j"

Following substitution of expressions for the r 2 ~lO1 r0
Hertz-Knudsen impingement factor r, the boric x cxp L18.1 !- x 0.1

(1' .o), and k (equations (9),
(10). and (11)) into (S., we -arrive at equation (12) 2 + 02
as a final expression for Rp,: +P0.0225 + I81, exp -18. I ---210

1I SRT,, (85)

4RT.. v (Al )11) The following values were used for other param-

=5.30)T,'- 2mol/cm-
2 at1 sec (9) eters appearing in equations (3-5), (7). (12),

and (15):
Pot.(, = 1.51 • 10I)•e-'r".0T (10) M.W1, = 10.82

pH, = 2.33 ginmicma
k -D 2 '(Nu) At 1 ,8( 2,,)T(Nu) = 69.64

2RT(r1. + X) P(rp + X) (11)= 1.85 gnv=c 6.

1.o00 - 10'0(rpý + X)%e-lOITJ0 0/' Qux = 146.000cal*/mole
R 1.05" =0r - 'Ae-' lV., = 90,000 calfmole

'7*,1 [1 + (4.50(10')7P(r1 . + X)I7ý,(Nu))] A I/,, = 75.000 calinmole
(12) h = 0.347 . 10 r.(Nu)T•,7(r|, + X')

cal/cm2 sec 'K
Regarding the action of water vapor in the =-0.8

ignition of boron particles, it is assumed that the = 1.0
water gas reacts in a diffusion-limited endothcrmic C1l,,g = 0.507 + 7.0. 10- 'T7, callgm 'K
reaction, 1-1.0(g) + B.,O,(/)-, 2H1BO(g) at the CNI:Ol = 0.438 callgm K
outer surface of the oxide layer, removing oxide Al1,t = 498 calkim
and absorbing heat. Thus, the molar rate of C1,111 = 0.675 caligm "K
removal of oxide by this process, R1,. may be Qnx-, = 151-000 calniaole
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l',)r all of the cases considered to date in this all cases of practical interest should be applied at
study the Nusselt Number was set equal to 2. particle temperatures well below 2450 -K (boron
"That is. it was assumed that the particle is essential- melting point). Accordingly. equation (5a) was
ly itationary with respect to the surrounding gases. used (rather than (5b) or (5c)) in thus analysis.
"This is obviously not the case for a particle released and equation 3 was not used. r,. and (r,. + .V)
into a high-velocity gas stream for times very being set eqtial to their initial values. In addition.
_hori'lv after such release. For treatment of such a use of this analysis was limited to no-water cases.
sitlatllon. the model may be simply modified by eliminating the need for equation (15). Finally,
addition of a velocity-lag equation and suitable the variation of x.vk with particle temperature was
Nu-;elt Number versus Reynolds' Number re!ation- neglected as a- seconI order effect. With these

hip. [":or cases of practical interest, by (he time approximations, equations (4), (5a). (7). and (12)
the particle is sulliciently hot for the reaction heat may be reduced to:
release terms in equation (5) to be significant, the d 4 T, e Tr Be-"' T'"

particle %elocity has equilibrated sutiýciently with dT, .
the gas velocity to yield a Nusselt Number of ,10 X T
approximately 2. This analysis is meant to deal
only %%ith the igntion period (defined as the period + ( 1  .) (16)
from initiation of first particle glow to initiation of d.V ETp.e 2.,oi. Fe,-4i'OI°2T,S-- (17)
the second stage of combustion), the preceding CO XV T(I.
heatup time having been treated in the study by where A. B, C. D. E, and Fare functions only of
Nlack (1969). As mentioned earlier, 'tlhe evapora- the boundary condiions (pressure, oxygen partial
,ion coefficient. 7.. was varied parametrically in the t

crl\ phases of' this study, a value finally being pressure, ambient temperature) and the initialear) pase ofthi stdya vh~elhmly ein particle size, independent of T1, and X:
chosen (0.04) which gave good agreement between
prediction and Ma:ek's experimental data. A =f, (initial Particle Size, P0.)

The above set of equations [(3-5), (7). (12), B =f, (Initial Particle Size, P)
(15)] was converted to difTerence form and pro- C =f, (Initial Particle Size, T,)
arammed for numerical solution on the computer. L, =f4 (Initial Particle Size)
The following quantities were supplied as input E =fs (P0 a)
parameters: pressure. free-stream oxygen partial F =fi (Initial Particle Size. P)
pressure. free-stream water partial pressure. ambient For a given set of values of boundary conditions
temperature, radiation temperature of the sur- and a giC'.n particle size, equations (16) and (17)
rotndin,_,s. initial oxide layer thickness, initial ana izlprceszeqtos(1)nd17
partic rdius. initial o articne initial may be set equal to zero and solved for quasi-steady
particle radius, and initial paricle temperature, values of particle temperature (T'.) and oxide
Otputs included particle radius, oxide thickness, thickness (X), The stability of this solution can
particle temperature, oxide mass, boron mass, then be investigated by linearization about this
oxide ceneration rate. oxidc evaporation rate. and - I

rate of removal of oxide by water vapor, all as quasi-stealy state. Such linearization results in:

functions of time. These calculations were per- tiT', - X'+ NT'1 (18)
formed for sufficient time to permit conclusion 10 -

that for a given set of input conditions particle

ignition would not occur, or if it did occur, to IX' S + UT',. (19)
quantitate the ignition delay time. dO

As a second approach to calculating ignition where:

limits (minimum required ambient temperature for
ignition) tile stability analysis technique used by M = Ap"e-o'" r' (20)WilliCms (1972) on a somewhat different set of
equations describing the various processes occurring N = A "i +
durine boron ignition was applied to the above X
equations. Numerical calculations indicated that Be-41 .'000T3 . I Cl 444.060
tile total boron plus oxide mass changed only very + , - - - C - 4D-2
slightly during the ignition process for particle T' --TI
sizes of interest and that the stability analysis in (21)
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S Eripe-coI'601',jIA-2 (22) solve for thle corresponding Va'\lues. Equation (28)
22.600.7is finally used to determinie the uinstable and stable

L > + 260 portions of each, T,. curve-the dlotted line in
~~ Fii~ure 16 indicates thle boundary bemveen the

stable and unstable soltitionw (ignition %~erstis no

+ Fe -I.0T (23) isinition). Results and interpretation o!'thisanalysis
2) Ti 'T;.) are presented in the wnet section.

D~ifferentiation of' equation (18) and subsequent RSLSADDSUSO
substitution of equation (19) yields: RSLSA DDSUSO

dT;. In Figure 2. plots of particle- temperature. oxide
- + (S - N)L1-1 + (UAXI - SN) T. = 0 (24) layer thickness. fraction boron melted. om.de Mass~110 aO geeration rate. and oxide mass evaporation rate

for which thle general solution is: veisns time are presented For a typical case in
which the numerical analysis predicts particle

l,. k1ie""0 + k,e"`lQ ignition. The particle treated is 20 microns in
diameter with an initial oxide layer thickness of'

-(S -N) \(S - N)" - 4(UAI - NS) 0.1 micron and an initial temperature of 1800 K.
The pressure is 5 atmospheres. the oxygen mole

(25) fraction is 0.2. and the ambient temnperature and
surroundings radiation temperatures aire both

C\anintnation of this solution Iindicates that for 2100 'K. As max' be seen, once thle particle
staibilit3 , both roots (m, and m.) must be negatikc. temperature exceeds approximately 2000 K.. tile
which in turn requires that: oxide evaporation rate rises above thle- oxide

S > N (26) geeainrate, rsligin thinning of the oxide
layer. Particle temperature continues to increase as

U.1I > IN'S (27) th~e oxide layer thins until the boron nielting point
Numerical substitution indicates that if the second is reached. At this p)oint the o.\ide thickne.'s and
inequality is satisfied, then the first one is also temnperature remain constant while thie boron
satisfied-thus, for UHf - NS the solution is melts (this process requiringaprimtlISpr
.stable and the particle does not ignite, while for cent of thle total ignition timle). After the boron
UMA < NS the solution is unstablecand tile particle hias melted, the particle temperature resumes its
ig-nites. Algebraic manipulation showvs that thle rise and the oxide laver thins enough that the
inequality reqtiired for stability (27) reduces to: sf-ein trm (limited by oxygen ditrusion

through thle oxide laver) becomes so large as to
4~;0(hcause a thermal runawvay. At this point, thle super

- >)[C(T,. - T, ) + DC Tj' - TAi.% 1)I] heated oxide piobably flashes off' of the particle.T, T ýp temporarily interruptin-g the influx of oxygen and
+~ C + 4 D)T;1 > 0 (28) resulting in the (lark period observed bv MaZek

(1969)-this process. as mentioned earlier, is not
Equations (16), (17), and (28) are used in thle included in the model.
follotsing manner to examine ignition limits for !in Iioure 3. similar re~sults aire presented for a
i~nition of boron particles in a hot g~as strcwmm. -.tsc identical extept for redIULtionl of thle ambient
F irst. the surroundings radiation temlperature. the temnperature and effe~ltae surroundings r~diaition
izas stream temperature. pressure. and oxygen temperature by 100 'K. to 2000 "K. Thrie initial
partiail pressure are chosen. Equatioin 16 is then set stages of the nro,-cess are quite similair howve'er,
equal ito zero aind sob cd for the quasbi-steady-stAte hleati losses to thec surroundings when thle particle
twifpermiltire values for various particle sizes. In temperature rises abmc~ the 2000 'K ambient
this manner. cur~cs of T1,. %ersus particle radius are temper~ature are stalikient to rdtard the esdporation
generated for -trious amrbient (gas streamn) rate suflicientl) that it drops back to thle generation
tempera tutres (as shown in Figure 16 for P = I rate wvith the resuit that the oxide layer ceases
atmosphere. P,~ = 0.2atmosphere. Titi 300 thiinning. In this case (referred to as a (legenerate

*K). Lqtiation I17 (set equal to zero) is then used to ignition case) a stable quasi-stead3 -state is retLh)cd.
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3000 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 - , .-ITp0O -1800'K REVAP-1P02 ,o=' I TM ! l"
2800 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 XIDE P = 5 ATM "

THICKNESS ePL4,= 0 ATM

2600 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 T ?=2100'K

z ~TR AD = 210 0 'K

2400, 0.8 ..0.8 a0.8 0804.-
~~X 0.1

2200 0.6 X 0.6 0.6 0.6
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2000 C.4 0.4 cc0.4 C. 0-4 - --
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FIG. 2. Predicted lime dependence of important variables for particle which ignites.

the temperature levels out to a steady value, and generation rate and the oxide layer continuously
iinitio.l does not occur. thickens, no ignition occurring.

Fkiutire 4 presents results for a third similar case, Ma'ek (1969) studied the ignition and combustion
this time with a further 100 'K reduction in ambient of 35 and 44 micron diameter boron particles in a
aind radiation temperature to 1900 'K. In this case, flat-flamne burner. The partial pressure of' oxygen
the oxide evaporation rate never does exceed the in the burner flame was approximately 0.25 for most

2 . 1
-- OIDE THICKNESS

2200 0.6 10.6 106 O .0.6 _T_.,-.--.- -- A

S• / • /PARTICLE TEMPERATURE F
2000 0.4 04 0.4 0.4e

1200 0.2 0.2 02 0.26 /PATM - , 0.04
1600 0A 0.4____ T. 0.400 j.

H0 2A 0 8 10 12 14 16

TIME (nrsec)

FIG. 3. Predicted limc dependence of important variables for degenerate ignition case.
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3000 1.4 1.4 1.4 14 Another test of the model is its capability to
I predict the minimum ambient temperature required

2800 1.2 12 1.2 2 -OE Tfor ignition of the particles, a value also measured

2010 10 10 10 _ by Ma~ek (1969). For a dry gas stream at one
S - Tr.o - ,' % -.. 1900'K atmosphere with an oxygen partial pressure of

P02 .,,IATM TRAD' •9oK approximately 0.25 atmospheres. Ma~ek found the
S- 2400 08 o08 S0 •O.O M --P .o 50, minimum gas temperature requited for ignition to

PH20 0'ATM 04
- 1 -. .• .. 004oi° be 1960-1990'K when thc diluent used was

00 "- I nitrogen and 1930 'K when the diluent was argon.
0 0 0 0PARTICLE TEMPERATURE This compares extremely well with the model

2000 04 0 04 7.. which predicts a minimum ignition temperature
r ounder these conditions of 1950-2000"K. (The

1800 02 02 02 0
2  

i REV \ range of temperatures given, rather than a precise
1600 0 0 0 0 1 . IwENi value, results from the fact that- between 1950 'K

0 2 6 8 10 and 2000 'K, the model predicts ignition. but with
TIME tf..cl ignition times of greater than 30 milliseconds. the

FIG. 4. Predicted time dependence of important maximum particle residence time in Maeek's
variables for particle which does not ignite, apparatus.)

As indicated in the model-development section,
of the tests. with a total pressure of one atmosphere. an attempt was made to incorporate the effects of
Water gas was present in several of the tests. water gas on boron particle ignition into this
Single boron particles were injected into the flat- model. In Table I. predicted and observed ignition
flame burner product stream and their history was times for exact test conditions employed by Ma~ck
observed with time-resolved photography. The are presented for all of his tests, including those
particles were observed to glow briefly, die out for with water gas in the flat-flame burner product
a short time. and finally glow brightly (full com- stream. As may be seen, based on limited e~idence,
bustion) until consumed. Heat and momentum it appears that the model underpredicts the effect
transfer calculations indicated that the first glow of oxygen partial pressure on ignition time relative
occurred at 1900 "K, a temperature which the to the effect of amb;nt temperature. More
model indicates would be reached with negligible important, the model grossly overprciicts the
contribution from tihe boron-oxygen reaction, effect-of water vapor on the ignition time. More-
Ignition time was measured as the time between the over. with a %%ater mole fraction of approximately
appearance of this first glow and the appearance of 0.15-0.20, Ma~ek observes a minimum ambient
full combustion.

These experimental results were used to check 14 -O-.-----'----

the ignition model. Since the initial oxide thickness a-00 RADIUS - 17.5p

on the particles was unknown. calculations wvere 12 - DATAPOINTFORPARTICLE

performed with initial thicknesses of 0.02 to 0.10 RADIK I 2os2;,
% THEORY FORrp-21.5

initial thickness)-variation over this factor of 5 1 --. ",,,/. i 2

resulted in only about 20%, variation in the
predicted ignition time. Predicted and expert- - [
mental results for a series of tests in which-no 110 • -007.

water was present and the oxygen mole fraction in "-,
the burner product gases was approximately 0.25 - 4
are presented in Figure 5, in the form of ignition 2 A0M MED INITIAL 0XIDE

time versus ambient gas temperature for each of the P21 - , THAICKNESSU I0. 1Ta 0 04

two particle sizes (17.5 and 22 micron radius) for P- IATM Tp*.0 -19W'K

several absumed values of the boric oxide evapora- 2100 220o 2300 2400 2500 2000 2700 2800 2900 3o- u

tion coefficient (a). As may be seen. use of a = 0.04 GASTEMPERATURE ('KI
gives quite good agreement between experimental FIG. 5. Predicted and observed iinition times for
data and prediction. Accordingly, a value of 0.04 boron particles studied experimentally by Matek
was used for o. in all further studies. (1969).
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BORON PARTICLE IGNITION IN HOT GAS STREAMS 265

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED IGNITION TIMES FOR
EXACT CONDITIONS USED BY MACEK (1969) IN FLAT-FLAME
BURNER BORON PARTICLE IGNITION STUDIES.

PTOTAL 1 ATM
a= 0,04

TRADIATION = 3000K

ASSUMED INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS 0.1,i

IGNITION TIME msec)
PO2 (atm) PH 20 (atm) T.0 (0K) PREDICTED OBSERVED

a. PARTICLE RADIUS= 17.2g

0.23 0 2280 5.26 4.4

0.20 0 2430 3.85 4.8

0.23 0 2870 2.24 3.4

0.20 0 2400 4.09 5.0

0.08 0 2510 2.82 *

0.28 0 2490 3.50 3.6

0.37 0 2450 3.72 2.1

0.19 0.16 2240 1.49 4.0

0.21 0.16 2330 1.76- 3.5

0.19 0.19 2430 1.20 3.8

0.20 0.21 2640 1.00 2.6

b. PARTICLE RADIUS -22.1p

0.23 0 2280 7.99 5.5

0.20 0 2430 5.83 5.7

0.23 0 2870 3.40 5.0

0.37 0 2450 5.61 3.3

0.19 0.16 2241) 2.30 7.2

0.21 0.16 2330 2.76 5.8

0.19 0.19 2430 1.88 6.1

0.20 0.21 2640 1.55 5.6

*IGNITED, BUT IGNITION TIME NOT MEASURED

temperature required for ignition of 1870-1890 w,;s unsuccessful. A possible explanation ib that
'K.: the mctel predicts ignition with this amount such-a reaction (which is quite endotheimic) is in
of water vapor at as low as 1600' K (the lowest actuali-y-kinetics-limited. However. this author is
ambient temperature tested in the program). unawarc o."any data on the kinetics of this reaction,
Thus, it appears that the attempt to model the TheCrfore, thic-attempt to mode! the effec, of water
effect of water v:,por on boron particle ignition by vapor on boron particle ignition has been dis-
assuming a diffusion-limited reaction, H.,O(g) + continued (at least for the time being) and the
B.O 3() --M 2HBO..,, removing oxide from the surface remainder of the work conducted in this study is
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limited to ignition of boron particles in dry -as 2200-
streamis. 02MlL FRCINm01

The model of boron ignition developed in this 2150 --

study (minus considerations of the effects of water 200 1 LEIAi0-*
vaporn involves seven independent variablcs, O2 LFACON0

"values of which must be input to the resulting ~ --

numerical computer program for prcdiction of - . i i z
particle ignition time. These parameters are: 5; 20W -00 ML

initial oxide thickness. initial particle temperature, ___ -1801
initial particle size. amibient temperature (surround- 0..D 0_

angs gas temnperature). effective surroundings 0 0.5 ____. __

radiationr temperature. pressure, and oxygen mole 1.
f'raction (or partial pressure). As part of this 18500 2 12 1 82

studv, each of the above independent parameters 7OTAL PRESSURE (Jim)
(except initial particle temperature) has been

zteniatically varied to determine its effect on FIG. 7. Minimumin gas temperature required ror
wýhether the particle will ignite and, if' so. what the mgitone frcsstionst. rsucfrvaiu ~g
Ignition time wvill be. Results of these parametric iio ratns
s;tndies are presented in Figures 6-15 and Table If. particles of 2 micron radius with an initial tempera-

In Figure 6, the effect of assumed initial oxide ture of 1800 'K and an initial oxide thickness of'
t1lickness over a five-fold variation on ignition 0.02 mnicrons. Similar trends we'ec noted with
-tinie is presented. N\s may be seen. the smaller other particle sizes and initial oxide thicknesses.
particlo ignition tines are ainore sensitive to assumied A shw inFgre 7, increased total pressure
mnitiaI oxide thickness. With a one micron radius Ashoni ig~raises the gas temperature required for ignition at

parice. necaIti h sue nta xd low oxygen mole fractions, but lowers the required
ithkknesh from 0.02 iniieronsto~l0J iicronsapproxi- gas temperature at high oxygen mole fractions.
mately doubles thie predicted ignition timle. wh'i.le When the dlata are cross-plotted as shown in
f'or 15:% micron radius particles. csimilar variation in 17,ie8itssenha e Itmprue

a.tint1ed i nit ialI thickýness changes pred icted ignition1 required for ignition is indepen~dent of oxygen
rie nl 2 t 20,. mole fraction at one and two atmospheres toýtal

The eI1~icts of pressure and oxygen mole fraction pcsrbtsov nraii eedneo
integs resramo nnnln a emeaue oxygen mole fraction at higher total pressure.

required for particle ignition are shown ini Figures ;I ~required temrpeirature dccreasiane with increasinie
7 and 8. These calculat ions wvere all performed for

24 , I A A20 'P 20ATM 7P 0o 1800'I( X l ATMi

22 GN~iN TMERAIOGNITION TIME FOR PARTICLE WITH 2150 2o0 0 2  0 2 5AIM

NIINTM AI GIINTIME FOR PARTICLE WiTtl 17 RAO - T- V 10) ATM
0 02,jTHICK OXIDE COATING 2100 1. ,P 5ATM -0 20OATM02.0 Pr- 205 - ATM, 2ATh1

P 10 --
P -0
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0.7 F 0.35 .. ~
_ 02MOE 0o- ISC 18 K EVAPORATION g -

FRACTION - P 2 - E 0.30 RATE -
C)0,XO-00p -01VACUUM I

05 o, 02 To° T- o025 0 PRESSURE EVAPORATION
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z-t 03 5 • ._ -- {0i 0l I-- 00 IIlt//J -1- 0P92 3j K--- ... '0 1.0 0.'2 0020 - 2 08 02
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FIG. 9. IgnItion time versus total -plessure for FIG. I I. Oxide evaporation rate versus time at0ar2ots oxygen mote fractions at T. = 2200 'K. various total pressures at .ixed oygen mole fraction.

oxycen molc fraction. These faiirly complex increasing continuously with increased total pros-
dependencies result from interaction of the effect of sure.
oxygen partial pre.ssure on the oxide generation The cause of--the increase in ignition time with

-0 0

rate and the effect or total pressure on the oxidr incrG.sing total pressure at fixed oxygen 1ole

remo ual rate mincreased total pressure leading to fraeion for low oxygen mole fraction (0.1.f02) is

Increasecd resistance to diffusion of B.3 O.a gas awvay showvn in Figurcs II and 12. where the oxide
from thm porticle). Sfr niltr effects on the ignition removal rate and particle temperature are plotted
time at a fixed gas temperacture as efunctions of against time. As indicated on the uigures. the ratio
total pressure and oxge. , mole raction ,ire shown of oxide egaporation rate to the eiaporation rate

in 1-icures 9and 10. Atllow• oxidizer mole fractions, that would be obser'ved in v'acti decreases wvith
igniteon time increases ot ith inereasio g total increased pressure, sitice thc diflsional resistance
pressu~re w\hile at high oxiditer mole fra ctions, the to oxide gas removal from the '\icitnity of the
p~rcssutre dependency is re~cr~ed. Sinul.trly , ,it one particle increases. Sinlce, for lixed oxygen mole
aitmosphere toital preu.sure, ignitiotn time is, predi•.ted fractiotn, the oxygen partial pressure increases with
to he independent of ox)gcn mole fraction while increased total pressutrer early in the process the
it hIgher total pressures. ignition time decreases rarte of diffusion oFr oxygen throtgh the oxide layer
with increasend oxygen mole fractiont the s nensitinty for reaction with the boron to release heat ,n reates

with inccreased total pressure, leading to a raister

oI ! 1 1 • i 1 i

0pe,1sur _ whi __le t h Righ T o9die ,0ae r ~,XT th to oxd ga rmvalU fro t-I \Icnt of "'
prc,sr d]4'-plortden is res . St 2oar.T, t PoESUe particle~t !iras Sice fo ie xgn I o

amshreIf t RATE with

_.o, ___ _____I _ I 1_ °06 2--- - 2,2AT
20 .... 0 0 I I 0 A2 10 ATM 2800 e - -- _--,- 0  --- -;

0.1 0[0400po o MOLE rACTtO 2 - 02 -
004 0.6 07 08 0.9 1.0 0 03 0.16 024 0.32 040

FI.XY.tlEN MOLErs FRCTO TIME (mte¢)

FI.1.Ignitlo im rs oyemoefaton FIG. 12. Particle temperatutre versus time at varioui•
for various total pressure at "r~x = 2200 'K. total pressures at fixed oxy'gen mole fracition.
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268 MERRILL K. KING

temperature rise as shown in-Figure 12. However, which did not result in ignition). The.dependency
the increased total pressure also decreases the noted with thesesnlallpparticleizes (I to 10 microns)
oxide removal rate at any given-temperature with is associated with the oxide removal rate being
the net result that tie removal rate increases only mainly eaporaiio:i kinetics !n-rited (kj•.' >> 1) for
very little with increased pressure during the early the smaller sizes.
stages. less than the generation rate increase. In Figure 14, predictions of ignition time versus
As a result, the oxide layer thickness versus time particle radius for particles which are-predicted to
is higher in the higher total pressure c~ises, eventu- ignite are presented for several gas temperatures
ally cau,;ng a decrease in heat release rate despite ranging from 2050 'K to 2200 -K. For the higher
the higher oxygen partial pressure so that the temperatures, the ignition time increases mono-
temperature versus time curves cross in Figure 12, tonically with increasing particle radius due to the
temperature rising more quickly with time in the increase in particle mass to surface area ratio
low total pressure case than in the high total with increasing radius. At the lower surroundings
pressure case. This. combined with the higher temperatures, however, predicted ignition time
diffusional resistance to evaporation in the high decreases with increasing particle radius at the
pressure case-causes the oxide remo~al rate to lag lower sizes and then increases with further particle
well behind that -in the low pressure case in the size radius. This region of increasing ignition
later stages. The net result-is an increase in ignition time with decreasing particle size is associated
time with increased total pressure at fixed oxygen with the increase in minimum required gas tempera-
mole fraction, ambient temperature, etc. At ture for ignition with decreasing particle size.
higher mole fractions of oxygen on the other hand The effect of ambient temperature on predicted
(0.5 and 1.0) the increased retardation ef oxide ignition time (radiation surroundings temperature
removal rate associated with increased total being set equal to ambient gas temperature) is
pressure is overshadowed by the increased heat shown in Figure 15. Ignition time may- be seen to
release rate associated with the higher oxygen be quite sensitive to gas stream temperature.
partial pressure, resulting in decreased ignition ignition time decreasingm ith increased gas tempera-
time with increased total pressure at fixed oxygen ture. This sensitivity increases with decreasing gas
mole fraction, ambient temperature. etc. stream temperature and increasing particle size.

The effect of particle radius onl minimum Finally, theelfl'ectof'arying surroundingsradiation
ainie:it temperature reqtiired for ignitiowa ,, also temperature at fixed gas stream ambient tempera-
studied. Results, presented in Figure 13. indicate a ture is shown in Table 11. As would be expected.
derrease in minimum required gas temper.,ture ignitiontimedecrea cs\\ithincreasingsurroundings
with increasing particle size for paiticles in the rad;ation temperttuie. all other parameters being
I to 10 micron radius size range. (The upper end held constant. In fact, for a gas stream temperature
of each bar indicates the lowest temperature of 2050 'K for the conditions studied, )article
examined which resulted in ignition %%hile the lo" er ignition m ill not occur for a surroundings radiation
end indicates the highest temperature imnestigated temperature of 300 K or 2050 K. but will occur

"for radiation temperatures of 2500 '-K or higher.
2150 r - t- ignition time decdeasing markedly with furthei

I increases in radiation temlperature-above 2500 K.
2.101- Tp 0  S-O K - - This, of course. implies that-conditions for ignition

P 0-2 ATM of an optically thick boron cloud or- a boron

j0. T_ - TRAP - aluminum or boron~magnesittni clouid- should be

~2O00 Imuch less stringvent than for ignition of a singler-20 boron partiole in a transparent gas streaut looking

iat relatively cold radiation surroundings.
SThe stability analysis described-in the previous

" l•- !I |I [ I I section for determination of whether ýor not a
boron particle will ignite for given boundary

"1o% 3 o 10 conditionswosempioyed togenewxttlec information
PARTICLE RADIUS (norsw. priesented in Figures 16 and -17 for a surroundings

FIG. 13. Eflfxt of parnicle-radius on niii~imum radiation temperature of 300 -K and a total
anmbient timl.vrature required for ignition. pressure olfone atmosphere (independent of oxygen
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1 p' 18001K J -
P02,I AT6M
P 2 ATM I
T-r1A -

X0 ()Mp

PATIL RAIU T_ :.207nI

3 IJ 4iIeio alil ~du ninzo ne

moleIratio). -oreachof ex ra!ambent~as gniion. lor mbini tmpeatues1f0040K

xcrsus~ ~~~~~FIJ p4armt fp.1icle radius, (ld U siFiue1) dottdlne fo hn-ignition time.(blo

moefraction) For) eac he ofsed a todeembiene tea thedotted lFne) ambien ofiteprest toe Comar theseK

Fo min a emperat ureesqutin (6 and~ 140K (1772) Foiite ,ýdhgr ther %%erger prigt-ik si nd theft-arenut
uper akNd set equa to zero) xc~ e rc usetd 1(w' -erate braneilar nTh (lotrrsied sline draw the 1armc iz thes
tU-empertur ill (qallsiucha state temperact tie) cturvssepalraes (ist e it,~tionl reinmoxal o dmathes
ereupi arten led un itabl soliturves Iiemn F igu the 16 s asstmed lie)frn th no-ign4ito roegirn atelow

saloer curd "upnsntabe" pstable solubee tions h no vpsrtiol simes th curves o Figraed by andltaose
For abien gas empeaturs bel% N-0 pre19e2nted (by liamge (ricl;sier .mark aedl qinthe

uppe mdloýN, ýii~e, %erel'iqid oi t1,1 inldaer mot ATipuiims difence freslsfo the 1aue izesth
12pear - in l -,ie ieý k pu tca he assme dlfusion-iniue reimi to1 30 remo v oiales

lot curv rereene 1tl ATMP low (no xcifr ml par ticle sizes wheure f'Fgre16as d theodel
10 j-~ ~presented hereiian. whdifftrat rktedl evaporatio

IAZ. NPlid I &PSA Mnti s . 'rd imi diffrnpr ce rs ults se r oes r lesis anc t

~)08---1-----------t- indlicate-- tlmt for the smaller si70S. the evaporazzion
~- * z~ ~ S~ht= 5 iM inetic.; domlinate,

ATM -Interpretation of thie results plotted in Figure 16
2ý- P02 AT MPO P~ - ATIM is v `l~lox s. At anY ambienit temnperature below

TP 1800' N41) K, the particl'e will not ignite unless the
-

1RA ~ particle tenipemature is initially greater than or

XC a 02- equal to the %adue gixen on thie tipper curve for
01 ;i~oj~ -that aniibicnt temperature for thie given particle

,pl,?2-IAIM, P 2 A TM - .radiuls. Though~l this value of initial particle
020 .0100 2200 2300 7100 tempetature Is it necessary coniltion for ignititoln,

G,13 TEMPERATUHE ~K) it i-, not cleair that it IN suhllicien, - one can imiagine

FL-.1 ~~ f~ iic.t eo ~r' ~ril I case where the initial partcle ternperattme exceeds
Wnhtion (lte mleccssar% x .lue. but the initial oxide thickness
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TABLE It. EFFECT OF TRAD ý ~O INTO TIME

rp =2p, X 0 O.02y, P02  1 ATM, P =2 ATM, Tp,0  1801? K

IGNITION TIME
T,,, (" K) TRADIATION (0K) (~c

2200 300 0.288
2200 0.268

2500 -Cý260

3000 0.232

3500 0,201

2100 300 0.690
2100 0.557

2500 0.475
3000 0.370
3500 0.286

2075 300 1.901

2075 0.910
2500 0.658
30F)0 0.451
3500 0.322

2050 300 NO
2050 NO

2500 1.442
3000 0.600
3500 0.372

v~. so larg tha (fi particle tem perature dIrops suli l ii * tion. Theii nu mericalI anahK 'a must
below tfie necessary %aluc before the oxide laver be pcri .., or such calses to d(letrmine ' bet her
1thins sufficiently for thermal runaway, or not ig miII occur. H~owever. since the

I-r ambllient gas temperatures ot 1940 X and hicat "Cieu .-terms in equations (5) and (10 a~.re
hiý,hcr. there are regions wher,: there is no particle much mnore sciistiie to particle teniper.ature than
temperature at which WI'*,. dO and IAft dO can to oxide thickness it Nceems likely that an initial
simultaneously equal zero. For instane. foi an temperature more than 2505 -k abo%' thc
ambient gas temperature of' 2000 K, this is the "ncssr. -. lu % ilrslnlntinfr*i al
case for particles v. ith radii between 3.7 -and any initial oxide thickness.)
42 microns I*Vhus a qtiasi-steao1,, state cannot As indicated. Ion each gas temperature abhove
C\ISL at 2000 K gas tetnperat,.re ror particles in 1940 K. there exist-, a range of particle si/es for
this sizec regioni and they wvill ignite for any initial which ignition will occur indlependent of initial
conditions. Outside this reaion (mrarer or smaller conditions, this range being given by the right
radius) a minimum requiremnent on .1'itial particle most poitnt of thie left branch of thc solid curve for
temperatuire exists ror ignition. Thiis rcquiiemient that gas temperature and (fhe left most point of the
is given by the-portions of thie 2000 'K gas% tempera- right branch. Thus. the data of Figure 16 may be
ture solid curves lying above the dotted line. used to generate a curve of minimium ambient cits
(Again, this is a necessary but not niecessarily temperature requf~red to guarantee ignition (fo r
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064 P AT T,; -O3'K ' 7 lowest temperature tried for which ignition
NUMBERS ON CURVES DESIGNATE GAS IAMBIENT) TEMPERATURE 1 occurred wvhile the lower end indicates the highest

2400 tested temrperature at which ignition (lid not occur.)
G~l IEt~ As may be seen, agreement betwecn results cf the

2200 198 /*11
~22100 -1900 tstability analysis p~rocedure and the numerical

2100jj integration techniquc is excellent.
2W 4 "00 The shape of the curve in Figure 17 leads to some

i, interesting consequences for particles above 15 11
C:~'I' radius. As indicated previously, the stability

1S0 ~ ~ I~~ 2200 30 analysis was performed using thc initial particle
S radius in lthe various equations (neglecting change

fit, in the radius during the ignition process). Accord-
/ -2101 ingly, the numerical analysis results for lthe 50 ji

1400 r, rdius particle shown in Figure 17 were genter~ated01 10 10 I00 witC teprilraiuhldContn.I
PARTICLE RADIUS (MICRONS! wihteprilerdu edcnsat fo h

other hand, the radius is allowed to var~y, the
FIlG. 10. Calculated particle iamperaiure-paiticte particle, after an initial transient, quickiy rce'ch-'s a
iaditus loci of dIT1.JdO =0, dxjdO =0 for Val toIis gas quasi-steady state in which the :temperatucc; and
temlperatures. oxide thickness remain nearly constant and the

any initiaWl conditions) versus particle radius. Such particle radius slowly decreases. Eventually lthe
aI curve is presented for lthe ease of one atmosphere radius decreases far enough (say front 50 microns to
total pressure and 300 'K surroundings radiation 30 microns) that the mininnum ambient temperature
tempei a tire in Figure 17. As may be seen, there for ignition decreases correspondingly (in accord-
is a minimmum in) the curve at a particle rad- is of' ance with the curve of F~igure 17, from
appioximately 15 microns. Above this size tl~t; 2030 0K to 1970 ''K) that the particle may ignite
requliired ambient temperature to guarantee ignition even though a particle with aI radius held at 50
uinder all initial conditions rises wvith particle size. microns ý\vould not ignite~-however, the times
This results fromt the fatct that for lairge particles involved are very long (thousands of milliseconds)
%\ here dill~usion controls the oside removal rate, this compared to the times associated with the normal
rate. '\ hich stronglyv influences thie heita generation ignition process.
term. is proportioýnal to the particle radius. as is the A~s part of this studly. a fundamental question
rate of convective hecat transport between particle regarding applicatbility of the stability analysis
and surrounding-, while the radiation loss termi Is approach was examined. Namely, this analysis
proportional to the square of the radius. Accord- involves solving for a quasi-steady-state tempera-
inglv. as may be shown from nwniptiplation of ture and oxidle thickness for given b~oundary
equation (16) (with proper substitution for A, B,
C. etc.) with the derivvive set equal to 'iero. 2300 ur
increcasing particle radius :(-quires a corresponding i tti P- I ATM

Increase inI gas temperature for the equality to be -- ~ II~ TRAD-
30

K

satishIed. Below ;t particle radius of approximatl, 20-1 111 -

15 microns howc~er, control of oxide reiin&val ratte ROASAITYNLSS

shil s to %aporizatioll kinetics with thie result that -

the heat generation term is controlled by a param- 2100
eir%%ichi roportional to thie sqaeowh FROM NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

compared to the radliation term. Manipulation of 0 -I

1qultation I1) shows that in this regime. increasing ~~
pairticle radius requires a corresponding decrease 1 1 1 L i1 1~
in gas temperature for the derivative to be zero. 1004 1 2 4 10 210 40 100

.- ko shown on Figutre 17 are results of numerical PARTICLE RADIUS WamiOl)

calcuiations of minimumn ambient temperature FIG. 17, Minimium gas; temperature required to
reqtiircd for ig~nition for four different particle insure ignitionl for aniy particle initial conditioa,,s
ratdii. kThe tipp-,'r end of the bar indicates thie TiLt,) = 300 K
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272 MERRILL K. KING

conditions and examining th:s point for stability: 2500
P02 -0 2 AT'IM 201 21 ~20the-question arises as to whether one, starting from Po-0,,, I AT Tp' -20', XO - ; p0 10K

2400 ' 02 t
an arbitrary point in the particle temperature- 0 TRfAO-300'K IGNITION o,

oxide thickness plane can expect to follow a path T 230T 1930'K Tp,0 -o200' , .X-02g

in this plane which will take them close enough to Tp..2150 K" X.o 02p

the quasi-steady-state particle temperature-oxide c 2200 IGNITION

thickness point associated with the given boundary I I Tp0 -2100'K, X 0 -0
conditions for the linearized stability analysis to 1000 N IGNITION

t pPPEa STABILITYapply. It is quite unlikely that this can be achieved u POINT
for all initial conditions for a given set of boundary T-. -o o2000'KXQ002o

Howeer esuls f tI ,n'dNO IGNITIONconditions. However, results from the numerical 1
90•9oo

analysis showing essentially no dependence of T-Ist TP • 0 ' Ko•,°°• 0a2mX

minimum ambient temperature required forignition 1800 2 04 ITY PoIN T00 02 04 06 08 1.0 1.2 14 16 19 70

on initial conditions and the good agreement oxIDE THICKNESSx10
5

(cn•o

obtained between predictions with the twvo analyses
indicate that for a wide range of initial conditions FIG. 18. Typical particle teniperature-osidc thick-
the path followed in the particle temperature-oxide ntess paths foto•,ed by boron particles n oxygen-
thickness plane passes close enough to the quasi- containing gas stream.
steady-state point(s) associated with the given
boundary conditions to permit application of the pressure and oxygen mole fraction on minimum
stability analysis. The results of Figure 18 in ambient temperature required for ignition and on
which the paths followed by the particles in the ignition time were found to be fairly com plex. At
particle temperature-oxide thickness plane are low oxygen mole fractions. increasing total pressure
plotted lor various initial conditions for one -et of leads to more dillicult ignition while at Iigh oxygen
boundary conditions show this clearly. -Over a mole fractions. the reverse is true. At low total
wide range of initial conditions, the paths may be pressure, ignition was found to be independent of
seen to pass quite close to the upper or lower oxygen molk fraction: at high pressure. increasing
"stability" points, with ignition occurring in some oxygen mole fractions lead to easier. faster
cases and not in others. Th";s, application of a ignition.
t%%o-diniensional stabilityanalysis to boron ignition Initial particle radius effects are also somewhat
appears quite valid, complex. For the case of surrounding radiation

temperature equal to the gas temperature. mini-

SUMIMARY mum ambient gas temperature required for ignition
increases with decreasing particle size ,jr particle

A model of the ignition of boron particles treating radii below 10- 15 microns. Ignition time generally
the remoai of a boron oxide layer f~om the surface decreases with decreasing particle size except
of [Ihe boron particle through numerical Integration where affected by the ignition limit dependency on
eo dill'crence equations describing the generation particle size. Ignition time is predicted to increise

and Ieioa satemperature. The
and removal rate of boric oxide has been revised strongly with decreasing gas temperature. The
to more accurately treat the various processes same type ofdependency on surroundings radiation
inmohed. This new model yields predicted igntion temperature is predicted in the region of ambient
tim.c, and minimum ambient temperatt:re require- gas temperatures which are marginal for ignition.
ments fbr particles studied-by M,'.ek (1969) in( dry The same equations used in the numerical
gas streams which are in good agreement with his anlysis have also been used in :i stability analysis
measured data. An attempt to treat the effect of to deline conditions (e.g. ambient temperature)
water gas on boron particle ignition as -being a required for ignition. Excellent agreement w.a%
dilfilsion-linmited reaction of the water with the found between results obtained with the numerical
boric oxide coating to form gaseous 11130., was analysis and the stability analysis.
unsuccessful. Effects of various parameters on
boron particle ignition were studied with this
model. Oxide thickness was found to moderately This stud'- was supborted hi AFOSR t'lmr
al'cct predicted ignition times. this effect dlecreasing Contract No. F44620-7 I-C-0•124 and was monitored
with increasing particle size. The effects of total by Captain L. R. Laiirence.
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VII. PREDICTIONS OF LAMINAR FLAME SPEEDS IN BORON-OXYGEN-NITROGEN DUST
CLOUDS (Expanded Version of Paper Presented at the 15th Interna-
tional Symposium on Combustion)

Merrill K. King

Atlantic Research Corporation, Alexandria, Virginia

ABSTRACT

A detailed model of boron-oxygen-nitrogen dust cloud flames

including consideration of the details of boron particle ignition and the

effects of oxygen depletion has been developed and used for prediction of

flame speeds as functions of numerous parameters. Reasonably goud agreement

between measured flaf.e spet.ds and those predicted by this model has been

obtained. In addition, a simplified closed-form flame speed expression has

buen devuloped and the effects of the various assumptions used in its develop-

ment on ptudicted flame speeds have been examined. The detailed and simplified

moduls havu both been used to study the effects of initial temperature, pressure,

initial o.wygen mole fraction, weight fraction particles, initial particle size,

initial Lhickness of the oxide coating on the particles, radiation feedback

from the post-flame zone, and Nusselt Number. Mechanisms leading to the pre-

dicted dependencies are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Boron is a particularly attractive fuel for air-breathing missile

engines due to its high volumetric heat of combustion. Among its possible

places of application are air-augmented rockets, slurry ramjets, powder ramjets,

and external burning missiles. In combustor design for these applications,

information regarding laminar flame speed of boron-oxygen-diluent (e.g., boron-

air) dust clouds and the dependency of this flame speed on various parameters

is important for proper design of flame-holding regions.

Considerable effort has been carried out over the years on develop-

ment of models for prediction of laminar flame speeds for all-gas systems:

reviews of these models have been presented by Dugger, Simon, and Gerstein

(2) (3)(4
Williams , Von Karman , and Stephenson and Taylor (4), among others. The

first two references contain excellent discussions of what Williams calls the

"cold boundary difficlty". The problem referred to is that one cannot obtain

a unique value of flame speed if he allows finite rate chemical reaction at the

cold boundary of the system. This problem is avoided in practice by choosing

a temperature greater than the initial temperature of the stream below which

chemical heat release is set equal to zero and allowing the region between the

initial temperature and the chosen temperature to be heated by feedback from

downstream regions (the ignition temperature concept). A heat balance equation

of the following type may then be written at the location of this chosen tempera-

ture (X = 0 in the coordinate system cLoscn for use in this paper):

(Mp/A)C (Ti -T = X LT = + RA (1)
p i 0 dxk IxA
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M/ A = mass flux
T

T= average heat capacity of stream between temperatures T
p o

and Ti

T. = ignition Lemperature

T 0 initial temperature
0

A= thermal conductivity of stream

d = temperature gradient at location where T = T.

RA = radiation flux across X = 0 boundary

Various approaches to describing the temperature field for X 3 0 and thus per-

mitting evaluation of the terms on the right-hand side of the equation as

functions of the mass flux and various independent parameters are described

for gaseous systems in References 1 - 4: these permit determination of M/A

and thus the flame speed-for a given set of conditions. For given conditions,

only one value of mass flux will permit integration of the equations describing

the flame from the known initial conditions to the known final conditions 42 -

boundary eigen-value problem).

Several models have also been developed for prediction of flame speeds

(2) (5)
in liquid sprays (e.g. Williams , Sundukov and Predvoditelev ). For the

limiting case of very fine droplets which atomize before significant chemical

reaction occurs, simple modification of the gas-flame models is adequate, while

for very large droplets where negligible vaporization occurs before ignition,

the modeling of the heat release distribution is also relatively simple. (Both

of these limiting cases are described well by Williams. (2))

In addition, several models have been developed for prediction of flame

speeds in coal dust-air clouds. Essenhigh and Csaba (6) developed a model in
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which they assumed that the ignition temperature and flame temperature were

essentially equal and that all heat transfer back to the pre-combustion region

was accomplished by radiation from their optically thick combustion zone.

Bhaduri and Bandyopadhyay (7) extended this model by including treatment of

finite rate heat release in the cloud (dropping the assumption that the ignition

and flame temperatures were equal), but they also neglected conductive heat

feedback relative to radiative heat feedback. In addition, they made several

other assumptions and approximations, including:

(1) Temperature equilibrium between particles and gas at all positions.

(2) No change in gas density or dust concentration through the cloud.

(3) No ignition delay period (arbitrarily chosen ignition temperature

independent of all other variables.

(4) Heat capacities independent of composition and temperature.

For boron-air dust clouds, preliminary analysis indicates that conductive heat

feedback cannot be neglected since the zone in which the boron is burning is

physically and optically quite thin. (For typical cases, the ratio of the arca

subtended by boron particles in the combustion zone to the total geometrical

area is on the order of 0.01.) The physical thinness of the combustion zone,

typically less than 1 millimeter, indicated by this analysis also results in a

high value of temperature gradient and thus a large conductive flux relative to

the radiative flux from the combustion zone. Downstream of the combustion zone,

all of the products are gaseous with a resultant low post-flame zone emissivity

for reasonable effective post-flame zone thicknesses (discussed further in the

model development section). In addition, studies by King (8,9) indicate that

with boron there is an appreciable particle ignition delay time which must be

included in any accurate description of boron-air dust cloud flames. Accord-

ingly, the two models referred to above are not applicable for prediction of
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boron-air dust cloud flame speeds.

(10)
Cassel, Gupta, and Guruswamy developed a closed-form expression

for calculation of flame speeds in dust clouds which included radiative and

conductive '-eat feedback through use of an equation like Equation I with sub-

stitution of [(Tflam - T ignition Flame ZoeTikes o Tdl

and substitution of an expression for the radiation term which sunmmed the

radiation contribution of all of the particles in the flame zone, assuming-

them to all be at the final flame temperature. The flame zone thickness was

2_
estimated as a function of the flame speed by use of a d -burning law to

obtain the particle burning time and estimation of the ratio of densities of

the burned and unburned gases to permit conversion of this time to a distance.

This model is much more nearly applicable to the boron-air dust cloud flame

speed calculation problem than the two previously referenced models -- however,

it does have several shortcomings which are eliminated in the model. developed

in this study:

(1) Particle ignition delay Lime is not treated analytically; instead

an ignition temperature independent of other parameters is assumed.

(2) Property (heat capacity, density, thermal conductivity) variations

with temperature and composition are not treated in detail.

(3) A linear temperature profile with respect to distance is assumed

between the ignition and burnout points. It is easily shown that

a continuous decrease of the temperature gradient accompanies heat

release throughout the combustion zone -- thus the initial gradient

must be higher than the average gradient over the zone.

(4) The effect of oxygen depletion on burning time is not treated.
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(5) Change in gas velocity resulting from conversion of solid

reactants to gaseous products is not considered.

(6) A d -1aw is used to describe the particle combustion. In the

pressure-particle size regime of interest in this study, Macek(11)

indicates that a dl-law (kinetics-limited combustion rather than

diffusion-limited combustion) should be used for boron particle

combustion.

Without development of a detailed model treating the problems listed as items

1-5, it is not clear how severely these simplifications affect flame speed

predictions for boron-air dust clouds. (The effect of the last item, if large

extrapolations from particle sizes for which burn-time data are available to

particle sizes of interest are used is obvious.) Accordingly, a complex computer

model employing a minimun of assumptions and approximations has been developed for

prediction of boron-air dust cloud flame speeds. In addition a much simpler

closed-form expression using the d'-law for particle burning but otherwise using

much the same approach as that used by Cassel, Gupta, and Guruswamy (10) has been

•developed for comparison.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Prior to development of the detailed equations used in this model, a

brief description of the overall model will be given. A sketch of the flame

structure with division into various zones which are treated by different sets

of equations is given in Figure 1. It should be noted that the model as deve-

loped is limited to fuel-lean cases, though it could be modified to also handle

fuel-rich cases. Preliminary estimates indicate that Zones 1 through 3 (from

T + 6 to T3 4 , where 6 is a small number) are quite short (on the order of 1 to

5 millimeLers) compared to typical flame diameters for cases of interest-

accordingly one-dimensional analysis may be used for treatment, of -these zones.
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However, as will be discussed later, the fact that the post-flame zone is

all gas results in effective optical depths of tens of centimeters being

required for attainment of emissivities of even 0.05 to 0.10. Thus, for

typical flame diameters, multi-dimensional analysis of Zone 4 must be carried

out for each given geometry to obtain an estimate of the effective emissivity

of that zone as seen by the preheat region. Instead, it was decided to simply

-parametrically examine the effects of various assumed post-flame zone effective

emissivities in this study.

Zone 1 of Figure I is the preheat region in which the gas-particle

mixture flowing from left-to-right entering at velocity U0 (at temperature T )

is heated solely by conductive and radiative heat feedback from downstream from

T to 16000 K. (1600*K is chosen as the beginning of the ignition zone since it
0

is safely below the temperature at which oxide-coated boron begins to react

appreciably.)* In this analysis, a value of U° (or Motal/A, the mass flux)

is guessed. An enthalpy balance cver Zone 1 then permits calculation of the

temperature gradient at the boundary of Zoaes 1 and 2 (X = 0). Since oxygen

depletion effects are being considered and since due to nonlinearities the

oxygen mole fraction and temperature profiles are not similar, either the oxygen

mole fraction or its axial gradient must also be assumed at X = 0 (double eigen-

value problem). Assuming either one permits calculation of the other by a species

mass balance across Zone I. In this model, the gradient of oxygen mole fraction

is guessed. Thus, with initial guesses of the flame speed and this gradient, all

conditions at X = 0 are defined, permitting the beginning of integration of mass,

species, and enthalpy conservation equations thru Zone 2.

In Zone 2, the boron particle ign.tion processes take place. The

processes occurring during the ignition of a particle of boron initially coated

Sample cases run using 1400*K rather than 1600*K as the temperature at the

end of Zone 1 indicated no effect of this change on calculated flame speeds.
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with an oxide layer are complex. First, there is a heatup stage during which

the comparatively cold boron particle is heated solely by convective and/or

radiative flux(es) from hotter surroundings. -Once the particle temperature ic

sufficiently high (approximately 1800*K) non-negligible self-heating of the

particle by exothermic oxidation begins to be superimposed on the convective and-

radiative fluxes. Since the boron particle is covered with a molten boric oxide

layer below about 2100-2500*K, the oxygen must diffuse through the liquid oxide

layer. As this oxidation occurs, of course, it makes the oxide layer thicker,

increasing diffusional resistance. At the same time, as long as the particle

temperature keeps rising, the viscosity of the oxide decreases and consequently

the diffusivity of oxygen in the oxide increases. In addition, boron oxide

simultaneously evaporates from the layer at a rate which depends on the particle

temperature, tending to thin the layer. However, this evaporation is an endo-

rhermic process tending to cool the particle -(or at least lower its rate of

temperature rise). Once the particle temperature rises above the surroundings

temperature the convective and radiative heat fluxes to the particle will turn

negative,, also tending to cool the particle. As long as the sum of the self-

heating term and the convective/radiative term remains greater than the product

of the oxide vaporization rate and the heat of vaporization, the particle tempera-

ture will continue to rise. If this situation persists to the point where the

remaining oxide layer is sufficiencly thin, a temperature runaway will occur, the

particle will finish cleansing itself of oxide, and full-fledgea combustion will

occur.

In the integration of mass, species-, and enthalpy conservation

equations through Zone 2, an analysis of single particle boron ignition

as a function of surroundings conditions developed by King (9) is coupled with
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these equations to permit calculation of the- removal of the oxide from the

particle until thermal runaway occurs. At this point, all concentrations,

temperatures, and gradients of these parameters are stored for the beginning

of integration of mass, species, and- enthalpy conservation equations in Zone 3.

In this zone, combustion of the cleansed boron particles by a kinetics-limited

(ds-law) process with Macek (11) data- being used for rate-constant determination

is treated. The equations describing the -particle combustion rate as a function

of oxygen concentration and particle size -are coupled with the mass, species, and

enthalpy equations and the integration is carried on through Zone 3, which ends

when the particle radius goes to zero (burnout).

In cases where the post-flame zone emissivity is assumed to be zero,

the integration of the equations ends at X = X3 4 . For finite Zone 4 emissivities

an energy balance is applied over Zone 4 to correct the temperature at X = X34 to

a final temperature. The final calculated: temperature and oxygen mole fraction

are now compared to values calculated from stoichiometric and overall enthalpy

balance equations. If there is disagreement, the initial guesses on U and the0

oxygen mole fraction axial gradient at X = 0 are adjusted ana the procedure re-

peated. This cycle is continued until satistactoty matching of the final boundary

conditions occurs.

DETAILED MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Zone 1 - An energy balance may be written over Zone 1, in which no heat

release occurs, as follows (see Nomenclature for definition of cymbols):

(T-(I600-TO) C X q q (2)
\ p,Avgl 1600 dx = + o IN - OUT (2)

where the total mass flux (MT/A) of particles plus gas is related to the flame

speed (U0 ) by:
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'T P_(M)gl 1 + kf + kox U ()( ] RT

As an early part of this study, a very- simplified model (described later)

was derived and used to calculate approximate flame speeds and characteristic

zone dimensions for typical cases of interest. These values were then used

in calculations to determine reasonable simplifications of the analysis. One

such calculation indicated ihat the particle-and gas temperatures are essen-

tially equal at any given location within Zone I and thus that separate energy

balances for gas and particles need not be written in this region. In addition,

it was found that the burning zone is so short as to -be optically thin (projected

area of all particles in this region being less than 1 percent of the total area)

with the result that radiation feedback from this zone to Zone 1 is negligible

compared to conductive feedback (less than 5 percent) for cases of interest.

Therefore, in -consideration of radiation effects one is left with radiative

exchange between the post-flame (all gas) Zone 4 and the preheat Zone 1. Calcu-

lation- of the effective emissivity of this post-flame zone in which the only

emitting species are various boron oxide gases (mostly B2 03 ) is quite geometry

dependent -- accordingly it was decided to treat this emissivity, cf, paramet-

rically in this study. However, it is instructive to estimate the post-flame

zone emissivity as a function of its effective thickness. The approximate

relationship between this zone thickness and the emissivity -is given by (through

analogy to 1120 and CO2 gas emissivity data presented by McAdams (12)):

AX4 = 2 10exp (30 ef) -l (4)

kf p

It should be noted that this is an empirical expression fitting emissivity
data for path length-partial pressure products of 5 to 150 cm-atm and should
not be extrapolated outside this regime.
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where P is in atmospheres and X4 in centimeters. For an initial particle-

to-gas mass ratio (kf) of 0.1 and a pressure of 1 atmosphere, this equation

indicates that an effective post-flame zone thickness of approximately 400 cm

is required for an emissivity of 0.1, 70 cm for an-emissivity of 0.05, and

20 cm for an emissivity of 0.02. For emissivities in this range, the afore-

* mentioned simplified model indicates that radiation feedback from the post-

flame zone to the preheat zone, while not negligible, does not dominate the

conductive feedback. Based on the above discussion, radiative heat transfer

in and out of Zone 1 was treated as exchange between Zones 1 and 4:

RAD, IN RAD, OUT = f T( (5)

where F is a correction factor for Zone 1, ranging from approximately 0.3

for To 30*K to 05 for T0= 00Ktoalwfrteacchthenie

zone is not at 1600'K. Equations 2, 3, and 5 may be combined to yield:

* P(Hw) (1 + k + k )U (1600-T )CdT f " oxf o o PAvg,
dx Tx 0 o X 1500

cc faB Jf4 - Fl0 (1600)4] (6)

1600

The average heat capacity over Zone 1 is obtained straightforwardly by inte-

gration of the temperature -- dependent heat capacity functions for each ingre-

dient from T to 1600*K. Thus, given a guessed U0 , dT/dx Ix = o for the gas and

particles may be obtained from Equation 6.

Due to the nonlinear nature of the equations for mass, species, and

energy conservation across Zones 2 and 3, the temperature and oxygen mole
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fraction profiles are not similar. Accordingly, either tile oxygen mole fraction

or its axial derivative at X = 0 must also be guessed to start rhe integration

through the downstream zones (double eigen-vaLue problem). In this model, the

valhe of the gradient is guessed and the mole fraction itself is then calcu-

lated from a mass balance on 09 across Zone 1:

dy0DIo 600 0 dY0 (7

021.x = o U 1.600 dx

Thus, with selection of a temperature below which chemical reaction

-is negligible as the boundary between Zones 1 and 2 (preheat and ignition zones),

and guessed values of the flame speed (U ) and th( oxygen mole fraction axial

gradient at x = o, we arrive at the initial conditions listed below needed to

begin integration of mass, species, and enthalpy conservation equations for

gas aud particles through Zone 2.

T=

T = p, , = o (Selected as 1600'K, a -temperature

below which reactions are negligible)

PT dT1t (Obtained from Equation 6-)
d O dx = _

dY2 I(Guessed)

dxox 0=

YO2, x = o(Obtained from Equation 7)

r (Known initial boron particle radius)

S= 0 :(Known initial oxide coating thickness

On boron particle)

Zone 2 -in Zone 2, differential equations on gas temperature, particle
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temperature, and oxygen mole fraction derived from spec.. s, mas3, and enthalpy

conservation equations are coupled with differential equations describing the

processes taking place during the cleaning of the boron oxide coar.ing from the

surface of the boron particles (boron ignition process) and integrated from the

initial conditions described in the previous paragraph to the point at which

the oxide thickness approaches zero and thermal runaway occurs (end of Zone 2,

the ignition zone). The equations used to describe the processes occurring

(luring boron particle ignition were developed and described in detail in Ref-

erence 9. Application of a differential enthalpy balance to the gas (assuming

that all chemical heat release occurs in the particles in this zone and is only

transferred to the gas by conduction) leads to:

kd-T (dT 'd X IrdT

Cp+--IL1r-- - - T ) = 0 (8)
dx \dx dxIA p gdxp

where the number of particles per unit volume, N , -is given by:

3 P (M*W) kf
N = 3I (9)

P 4F.RTgr P1r

In the derivation of Equation 8, variation in thermal conductivity with tempera-

ture (and thus position) was allowed for, resulting in the second cerm. The

change in molecular weight resulting from the consumption of oxygen and produc-

tion of boric oxide was neglected in this ignition zone as being second order,

as were changes in the gas and particle mass fluxes accompanying these reactions.

(In general, only a very small fraction of the boron is consumed during the

ignition phase.)

Application of a differential oxygen mole alance, including consumption

of oxygen by the boron particles, resulted in:
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- (MglIA-)(dYl /dx) +(MW)g dE[(DP/ Tg )"(dY0/d2XY/dx-(3RBNp/4)-(HW)gl=O (10)

where R is the molar consumption rate of boron per particle.

As with thermal conductivity in- the enthalpy equation, the variation in dif-

fusivity with temperature (and thus, with axial position) was included. B is

the molar consumption rate of boron per particle.

A differential -enthalpy balance on the particles, including all heat

effects associated with the reaction of oxygen which diffuses through the oxide

layer to react with the boron and evaporation -of the oxide, and also including

radiative gains from the post-flame zone and losses to the preheat zone may be

written as (for TP < 2450°K.):
p

S2 - T4 4 2p 2 Tp4 (/6004)

\AY ad~ BN 1r 4 T p - F2 2 IT p 10 (16

+N 4 2 h (T Tp + Np RBQRX )-RE (VAP)] 0 (L)

RE is the molar vaporization rate of boric oxide per particle. At 2450*K, the

boron particle begins to melt and CpB(dTp/dx) in the -first term must be replaced

by :11 (df/dx) r where f is the mass fraction of the boron melted. When this
m

fraction reaches one, Equation 11 is again employed, with substitution of a new

heat capacity expression and- a- different value for QRX to allow for the teat of

melting. In addition to the two second and one first order differential equauions

above, two additional first order differential equations describing mass bal-

ances on the boron and the condensed phase boron oxide are employed in Zone 2:

dr R /,"% P w
B- 2= - (12)dx 41ir2 p Mg/A) R

P 9B R'9 g

dkb -- B(2033)g
x 411 r IA\ RTg

p B 0• 6
4Hr2 3(x A" RTg



The molar rates of consumption of boron and evaporation of boric oxide (per

particle) are given by (See Reference 9):

64.8(10- 8) (r + b)-2 Tp e 00/T p (I()Y
R B = b

8 2-44014.02.10 (r + b) e 44000Tp

R T 1 + {1.8(106) P (r + b)} / {(Te) (Nu))

The heat transfer coefficient h, appearing in Equations 8 and 9, the thermal

conductivity A, and the diffusivity D, are calculated from:

h-=( (Nu) (16)r 2
P

X = 0.694 (10-6) T 0.8 (17)g

dX 0.555(10-6) dT

dx 0.2 d3
T dx
8

3.6.10-5 T 3/2

D = (19)

5.4.10- 5 T 12dT
-5 1/2

dD = 90 - P (20)
dx P dx

From the Zone 2 initial conditions., calculated as described earlier, the two

second order differential equations (8, 10). and the three first order differ-

ential equations (11-13) are numerically integrated with the help of the
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ancillary equations (9, 14-20) through Zone 2 until the oxide thickness

approaches zero and the particle temperature begins to run away. At this point,

Zone 2 calculations are terminated and values of rp, Irg, dT /dx, -Y02, and <do

are saved as initial values for Zone 3.

Zone 3 - In- Zone 3, the cleaned- boron particles undergo fuLl-f ledyQtJ

combustion, releasing heat and horjic oxide gas and -consuming particulate boron

and oxygen. Calculations by %iiliams C13) indicate that boron particles maintain

a constant particle temperature of about 2500*K during full combustion. Since

the ignition modeling studies- of King (829) indicated that igniting boron par-

ticles were well into thermal runaway by the time their temperature reached

2500'K, the location at which this particle temperature was achieved teas choser,.

as the termination point of Zone 2. It wan then assumed- that this particle

temperature remained constant throughomt Zone 3, all heat release going to the

gas phase. As a result differential equations required for Zone 3 are limited

to equations -in particla radius (r ), oxygen mole fraction (Yo), gas temperature.

(Tg ), and gas mass flux (Ni /A). (Recall, tnat due to the small amount of con-

-version of boron to oxide in Zone 2, changes in the relative amounts of gas I,,(

particle mass flux and in effective stream molecular weight were ignoreed in thai

zone -- these effects are no longer second order in Zone 3 and must be con-

sidered. A separate differential equation for particle mass flux is not requircei

since its change is simply the negative of Change in- gas mass flux.) A mass

balance equation on boron results in the followiig differential equation in

gas mass flux:

Rd (1,94)N/(21
dx B ( B
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where N can no longer be calculated from Equation 9 due to t-he non-negli.gible
p

changes in molar gas flux and gas molecular weight affecting the gah density,

but must now be calculated as:

3 P (MW)g kf (m .r/A)
N = (212

P 4 IRTgr (,\Ilg/A) (l + kf)

Application of a species conservation equation to oxygen results in (with the

approximation percentage changes in (MW) and ( I/A) are equal):
g g

DP 2 P DP
(rW) _ \ A /d.. -- R- 2\dx x d x 4

g (23)

An enthalpy balance written over a differential element of Zone 3 (assuming,

as mentioned earlier, constant particle temperature in this zone) yields:

d2 A Cpg dx dl ) B RB R QRX N -0 (24)

where RB' is the molar rate of consumption of boron per particle and Q is the

heat release associated with the reaction of 1 mole of liquid boron at 2500°K

with 3/4 iocles of 02 gas at Tg to yield 1/2 mole of B2 0 3 gas at Tg

A mass balance on boron particle mass yields:

dr -R' ( WB ) (' (25)

dx 2
411r pP B IgA) 9
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Application of boron-particle burning-rate data obt~ained by Macek for

particle radius-oxygen partial pressure products below 5 to 10 atmosphere-

microns (range of interest for this study) yields the following expression for

the molar consumption rate of boron per particle in full-fledged combination:

= 2.0- Firp'B Py (Y26

SB (MIB) (26)

Equations 17-20 are used for the thermal conductivity (X) and diffusivity (D),

while the gas mJ.ecular weight and heat capacity are estimated as:

1
(:___) 13.22 - 3.22 3.I2 / -- 2.22

[.2-.2 (~!g/A ).{4B 2 03 ) +g/A) (M) (27)

r IM~m/A)IF'iA
C =[3.22 - 3.22 9L-I C + - 2.22 C(28)

Npg L (ag/A) p,B 2 03  (/A PGI

where all of the individual -component specific hcats are curve fit versus

temperature.

Starting with the values of r Tg dTg/dx, Y0 , and dY /dx stored at
g 9 2 02

the end of the Zone 2 calculations and the initial value of 1I /A , Equations 21,
g

23, 24, and 25 are simultaneously integrated with the use of ancillary equations

17-20, 22, 26-28 across Zone 3 until the particle radius r goes to zero
p

(burnout). In cases where the post-flame zone emissivity is zero, calculation-

stops at this point (since it can be shown in this case that temperature is

constant in Zone 4) and the final values of gas temperature (Tg 3 4 ) and oxygen

mole fraction (Y0 2  ) are compared with those calculated from straightforward
0,34
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stoichiometry and thermochemical calculations. (The thermochemical calcu-

lations are performed with no allowance for species dissociation and the same

heat capacity fits as used in the above-described procedures for internal con-

sistency.) If these do not match, adjustments are made to the guesses on flame

speed (or equivalently total mass flux) and oxygen -mole fraction axial gradient

at X = 0 and the entire procedure is repeated. This loop is continued until

satisfactory final boundary condition matches are achieved.

Zone 4 " For cases where a non-zero erLssivity is assigned to Zone 4,

calculations must be carried on through this zone to account for heat transferred

out of this zone back to the preheat zone. Sinc., earlier-mentioned estimates

indicated that this zone must be quite thick to have any apprcciable emissivity,

and thus temperature gradients through this zone are very shallow, conductive

transport is neglected in Zone 4 in this analysis. With this simplification,

it is readily shown that the final tempcrature (which is the one to be checked

against the temperature obtained from thermochemical calculations) is approxi-

mately related to the temperature of the end of Zone 3 (Tg 3 4 ) by

TOfaBTf 4 - (1600)4 F1 0 ] (29)

final g34 MT/ Cpg04

It is also easily shown that the oxygen mole fraction does not vary through

Zone 4: thus, Y0  = Y . The same type of final boundary condition02, final ~ 2,34"

checks as described above for cases where E f = 0 are applied using T fina in

place o-' Tg 3 4 .

SIMPLIFIED MODEL

As mentioned earlier, a simplified model similar to that of Cassel,

Das Gupta, and Guruswamy(10) except for use of a d'-law for particle combus'Aion
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and a modified radiation treatment consistent with the complex model described

above was also develeped for comparison purposes. The simple model begins with

a combination of Equations 2, 3, and 5, with (l + k q k ) replaced by -unity
f oxf

4 4and F10 (1600) replaced by T0 , leading to:

E C tBf - T04 + T= TI 0)dT T =TI-R To -To (30)
f* T TIdx T TI R

where T. is the minimum temperature required for ignition cf single boron

particles under statif conditicns, approximately 1900'K. The temperature gradient

at the ignition point is next approximated by:

Tf -Ti T - Ti T -Ti

dT f bn/f T31.
" T = Ti Aflame 'burn avg -burnUo/(+Y. )(i1

The bcron particle uui.ning time is then calculated from the cd'-law expres.ion

used in generatiorn of .qu.,t... 26 (neglecting oxygen depletion) as:

V

" K "PI Y(32)bu =KR P V
" 02,1

Combining Equations 30 - 32, one obtains the follou.Lng expression for El'ae

U f(4). + fi(F - To4 + 4 ] 4X2,F T) )mw) 2'
T Ro (T + T+)

(2 P (MV1)C(T -TIRT°()

which in the aDscnce o radiation e, = 0 reduces to:
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-4 -,1,
) W)g % ( , 1 To)

Th1 0fo4h,;,ing values wern used for propert-,Ls appeai..Lg in :hlese e(iualions:

= 2.5!• '1G"'al/cnm rsec

=0.
B

T. = 0'K

"(MW) = 30 gm/g,-nol

KR = 0.5 cm/atm sec

For each set of conditions analyzed with the previously described detailed

model, Equation 33 or 34 was used to calculate flame speed for comparison with

values calculated by that model.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Detailed predicted profiles of gas temperature-, particle temperature,

oxygen mole fraction, particle radius, and oxide thickness through the ignition and

combustion zones are presented in Figure 2 for a typical boron-air dust cloud case.

For this case, the initial temperature was 600'K , the pressure was 5 atmospheres,

the initial mole fraction oxygen in the gas was- 0.2 (air), the weight fraction of

particles (1 micron radius, .02 micron oxide thickness) was 0.06, the Nusselt

Number was 2 (pure conduction), and the -post-flanme-emissivity was 0. As may be

seen, the oxide coating initially thickens, due to the rate of the boron reaction

with oxygen diffusing through the oxide layer exceeding the evaporation rate, until

a particle temperature of approximately 2000'K is reached, at which point the

evaporation rate rises above the oxide generation rate. Up to about 2100*K, both

rates are sufficiently slow that the rate •of heat transfer between particles and

gas is sufficient to keep both at essentially the same temperature. At this point,

the oxide layer has been sufficiently thinned and the rates of oxide generation

and exaporation raised to the point where the particle temperature rises above the

gas temperature, eventually reaching the melting-point, and, soon after melting of

the boron particle is complete, running away (as the oxide layer thickness goes

rapidly to zero). Subsequently, the particle burns freely with the radius decreasing

approximately linerly with distance until. it has been consumed. Examination of the

oxygen mole fraction curve reveals that diffusion from upstream of the calculation

starting point (Zone 1) through Zone 2 results in the oxygen mole fraction through-

out the full-fledged combustion region being nearly equal to the final stoichiometric

value, indicating the importance of consideration of oxygen depletion in the modeling

of boron-oxygen-nitrogen dust cloud flames.
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It should be noted that the temperature of the gaý, atr the point at which

the boron particle begins full combustion is not the static sif°gle particle boron

ignition temperature of approximately 1900'K (used in the simpl.fied model.), but

,approximately 2280*K. Moreover, examination of Table II in which results of various

cases are presented reveals that this "ignition" temperature varies with the different

independent variables, not being one fixed value for all cases. While in the

simplified model it is assumed that full combustion begins at 1900*K, it may be seen

from Figure 2 that for the case presented there, the axial distance from the 1900 0 K

point to the end of the ignition zone is essentially equal to the length of the

combustion zone itself (.012 cm Versus .Ollcm)-. Finally, the non-linearity of gas

temperature versus distance in the combustion zone should be noted, in comparison

to the assumed linear profile in the simplified model.

It is naturally of interest that flame speeds predicted with the detailed

model be compared with experimental results. An extensive search for boron-oxygen-

nitroget, dust cloud flame speed data unearthed but two data points, with precise

input data available for neither of them. These two data points, supplied by Dr.

(14)Irv Liebman , were obtained in tests at the Bureau of Mines in which the speed

of propagation of a laminar flame through a dust cloud blown through a one-inch

diameter tube was measured. Tihe particle loadings, gas 'omposition, initial

temperature, and pressure for each test were well-defined. (See Table I for values.)

flowever, the boron- particle size was not well defined ("under ten microns"). For

the calculations, the diameter was assumed to be approximatelv 5 microns in each case. In

addition, no information was available on initial oxide thickness. In other

applications of the boron ignition model- employed within this model, use of an

initial oxide thickness of 0.02-microias was generally found to give good agreement

with data: accordingly, this value was used in the detailed model. -(As will be

shown later, predicted flame speed is not very sensitive to this parameter-.) From

the geometry of -the test apparatus, the post-flame emissivity was-estimated to be well
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under 0.01: at this value, tLie effect of radiation feedbaLk is at best second

order

Measured and precIc!c-d flame speeds for the~e tw, ,asus are given in

Table f. It should be e:tp,,i that tais i3 not, inte:LU. I i, a test betl-een hie

simpl:fied and decailcd m,.YL, hut rach._ as a che,-k to -,, wnether these models

produ.-e reasonable flame-spe•-I ri.dictions. As may be s,, Li,, the results arL quitL

%encoucaging, the measured flane speeds F-ing approx-imatel;.7 12 -?n/lsec in each case

compa "ed to predictions of !i.t, and O.4 cm!sec with the detailed model. Due to the

uncertainties of some of the nodel Input parameters, the data points Go not provide

as rigorous testing of the model as desired; however, the,; do ind.-caLe that the

model is not unreasonable.

The fiarly clcse agree-rent between flame speed predictions by the

detailed and simplified models sc•tn in Table I, and latei in presentation of parameter

effects as predicted by Lh( L., 0odels calls for some discatsion. There are tlree

major potential error-p rodfcinvn assuimptions associated wtcii the simplified model

(along with other lesser problems such as neglect Df temperature dependence of gas

propertias):

1. Neglect of the effect oi o:.:ygen depletion. Thii, .should result in

the simplified modcel onderpredicting the combus-tion time and thus over-

predicting the fla, me speed.

2. Neglect of ignition delay time and distance. This should also result

in overpredicting of thtl flame speed.

3. Assumption of a linear -er- -r,-ture profile Lbrough the combustion zone.

As is wel I known, heat release in a flame dominated by conductive heat

feedback is accompanied by a decreasing temperature gradient (negative

second derivative). Thus, the actual temperature profile in the heat

release zone is cuirved, concave downward, and therefore, the temperature

gradient at, the beginning of the zone (which determines the heat feedback
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to the preheat zone) is greater than the a-rage eradient across

the zone. This factor should result in the simplified model. under-

predicting the flame speed.

For testing of the relative effects of these errors and the degree to

which the third item cancels the first two items, a third calculation was performed

for Casel, in which the third assumption was relaxed, but the first two -m,.itained.

This was done by altering the detailed model to ignore all reactions in Zone 2,

suart Zone 3 at T = 1900'K, and to hold oxygen concentration t ual to the initi-al

value throughout Zone 3. Results of calculations wiith the detailed model, the

simplified model, and this third "in-between" model are shown in Figure 3. As may

be seen, eliminadion of the third assumption results in a considerably higher value

of (dT/dx) at x = 0 compared to the "simple" model and thus to a much higher predicted

flame speed. Further eliminate.on of the first and second assumptions (-resulting

in the detailed model), however, more than compensates, yielding a value of (dT/dx) at

x = 0 even lower than teat given by the simplified model (and thus a lower flame

speed). Comparison of the detailed model to the "in-between" model indi..ates a

drastic difference in predicted flame speeds (4 to 1) as does comparison of the

"simple" model to the "in-between" model (2-1/2 to I): however, Lhe errors are in

opposite directions and largely cancel,resulting in the sinplified model giving a

predicted flame speed only 50% greater than that predicted by the detailed miodel.

As may be seen from Table II, this excess varies with conditions, ranging from

essentially 0% to 130% over the range of conditions studied.

As part of this study, the effects of eight independent parameters on

boron-oxygen-nitregen dust cloud flame speed were examined. These parameters

were Nusselt Number, Initial Oxide Thickness, Post-Flame Emissivity, Weight Fraction

of Particles, Pressure, Initial Gas Stream Oxygen Mole Fraction, Initial Boron

Particle Radius, and initial Temperature.
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lhe effect of Nusselt "umber on flame speed, as predicted by both the

detailed and simplified mode.ls is shown in Fi.u:e 4. Lower flame speeds were

predicted with the detailed model. In addition, while no dependency on Nusselt

number was predicted ,ith the simplified model, the detailed model indicated a

deczrease in flame speed with increasing Nusselt Number. Examination of detailed

profile plots similar to Fij:ure 2 indicated that this effect was caused by -the
higher Nusselt1N;mber retarding the takeoff of the Licle temperatLre(divergence

away from the gas LamperaLure) lengthening the ignit-ion region considerably.

The predicted effect of initial oxide thickness on flame speed is shown

it Figure 5. Again, considerably lower flame speeds are predicted with the detailed

model than wi-h the simplified model. With either model, flame speed Is predicted

to decrease with increasing oxide thickness. All of the dependency shown in the

simplified model predictions and much of that shown in the detailed model pre-

dictions results from a decrease in flame temperature with increasing oxide

thicknuss (less boron fuel for t fixed weight fraction of particles). (See Table 11

for flame temperatures.) Further dependence on initial oxide thickness shown by

the detailed model results from the ignition zone length required for remov.l of

the oxide layer increasing with the amount to be removed.

A& shown in Figure 6, and as logically expected,increased post-flame emissivity

results in increased predicted flame speeds with eithcr model. This result basically

derives from lo;qer conductive heat feedback requirements accompanying increased

radiative feedback. It should be recallud from earlier discussion, however, thO.

for an initial particle-to-gas mass ratio of 0.1 and a pressure of i atmosphere,

an effective post-fl-'.ie thickness o, approximately 80 cm is required even for an

emissivity of 0.05, 400 cm for 0.10. From simnle geometric view-angle analysis, the

ratio of effective post-flame thickness to diameter for a circular jet flame is

approximately unity--thus, very large diameter flames are required for post-flame

emissivity to have appreciable effect in the absence of condensed phases.
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Increasing weight fraction of particles (on the fuel-lean side of

stoichiometric to which this model is currently limited) leads to predicted

increases in flame speed with either model. (Again lower values are predicted

withl the detailed model.) This effect is clue to increasing flame temiperature with

increased weight fraction of particles. (See Figure 7.)

Predictions of the effect of pressure on flame speed are presented

in Figure 8. The simplified model predicts no dependency of flame speed on

pressure since the effect of pressure on pre-heat zone heat demand rate (pro-

portional to pressure at fixed flame speed) is just offset by the effect of

pressure on burn time and thus on the temperature gradient in the combustion

zone. With the detailed model, on the other hand, flame speed is predicted to decrease

with increasing pressure. The reason for this is that while increased pressure

lowors the particle burning time, it has little effect on the igaition ti. and

thus the increased heat demand of tht preheat zone accompanying pressure increase

is not totally offset by effects on Zones 2 and 3. Since the ratio of mass flux

to flame speed is proportional to pressure, it may be seen that the simplified model

predicts a mass flux proportional to pressuLe while the dutailed mooel predicts

mass fllux increasing with increasing pressure, but with a lesser dependency.

As shown in Figure 9, both models predict increased flame speed with

increasing oxygen mole fractioN, the detailed model again resulting in lower

predicted flame speeds than the simplified model. The observed, dependency results

from increased oxygen mole fractions speeding up both the ignition and combustion

processes (particularly the latter since it occurs mostly at or near the final

oxygen mole fraction and for a given percentage inc-rease in initial oxygen model

gractior" --_ percentage increase in final oxygen mole fraction is greater).

The effect of increased initial boron particle radius is to decrease

predicted flame speed (with eitrher model). This results from increased particle

size causing increased cc-mbustion time and combustion zone length. This effect

is shown in Figure 10.
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Finaily, increasing liltial remperature strongly raises flame speed,

as predicted by either model. •Seu Figure it.) This resulL; from two factors:

(a) increased initial temperature reduces the preheat (and thus the heat feed-

back) requirement; and (b) increased initial temperature results in higher flame

temperature, intensifying the heat feedback. it should bc noted that the mass flux

-to flame sDeed ratio is invvrstly proport-ional to initial temperature. however,

since as shown in Figure Ii, predicted flame speed increa."- more rapidly

percenagewise than initial temperature, then the mass flu... also increases with

initial temperature.

SUMN•ARY

A model for prediction of b-ron-oxygen-rnitrogen d-,st clouds treating

the bcron particle ignition and combustion pro,.e-ses in derail was developed.

The problem was formulated as a double-eigen value problem with numeric-al iintegra-

tion of mass, species and energy difference equations in combination with difference

equations describing the ignition and combustion processes through ignition and

combustion zones. This model was found to yield predicted flame speeds in reasonable

agreement with the limited bor.n-oxygen-nitrogen dust cloud flame speed data av~alblc.

In addition, a vastly simplified closed-form flame speed expressi n was

developed. Predicted flame speeds from this model were found to exceed those

predicted from the detaiLd modcl bý 0 to 130% over the range of parameters examined.

it was shown that two of the major error-producing approximations associated with

the simplified model tend to drive predicted flame speeds covrn, while a third tends

to drive them up, leading to a large degree of cancellation of these errors. Over

the range of conditions examined, it appears that the simple closed-form model canl

be used with a correction factor dependent on Nusselt Number and pressure to obtain

reasonable estimates of boron-oxygen-nitrogen dust cloud flame speeds.
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Effects of variou- parameters on predicted flame speed were studied.

Predic:ted flame speeds were found -to increase "ith increasing initial temperature,

decreasin, initiail particle radius:, initial oxygen mole fraction, decreasing pressure,

increasing particle loading (on fuel-lean side of stoichiometric), increasing post-

flame e;,,issivity, decreasing initial oxide coating thickness, and decreasing

Nusselt Number.
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iN0MENCLATURE

b oxide coating thickness (cm)

C heat capacity (cal/gm 'K)Cp

C average heat capacity between initial temperature and ignition
temperature (cal/gin 'K)

Cp,A.vg.1 average heat capacity in Zone 1 in detailed model (cal/gm 'K)

D diffusivity of oxygen in oxygen-nitrogen mixture (cm " /sec)

f mass fraction of boron melted

F correction factor defined in Equation 5
10

2
h heat transfer coefficient for gas-part-icle -transfer (cal/cm 2 sec eK)

k initial mass of boron per unit mass of gas
f

kf initial mass of Oxide coating per unit mass of gas

K constant in burning-rate expressior, Equation 32 (0.5 cm/atmsec)-
_R

MW molecular weight

1k/A mass flux (gmt/cm2see)

MIA Total mass flux,- gas plus particles (gm/cm 2 sec)

N nIunmber of boron particles per unit volume (cm-3 )
p

Nu Nusselt Number

Pressure O rin.)

S rad,in- -radiation flux into preheat zone, Zone 1 Ical/cm 2sec)

rad-,out -radiation -flux out of preheat zone-,. Zone I (cal/cm 2sec)

r boron particle radius -(cm)

p

R gas- law constant (82.057 cm atrm/grn-troi *-)

R net radiation flux into preheat zone (callcm2 sec)

R molar consumption- race of boron-per particle in igniton zone (gm-moleisec)
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molar consumption rate of boron-per particle in combustion zone
(gr.-mol/sec)

RE molar vaporization ra~e of boric oxide per particle (gm-mol/sec)

QRX heat release by reactioa at T = T of .75 moles of oxygen gas with 1.0
moles of boron Eolid cr liquid toPform 0.5 moles of B2 03 liquid (cal/gm-mol)

QRx heat release by reaction of .75 moles of oxygen at T with 1.0 moles of
boron liquid at 25000 K to form 0.5 moles of B2 03 gasgat T (caiigm-mol)

g

T temperature

T f :ame temperar.ure (°K)

T faal final temperature at end of calculations from X"0 through Zone 4 (*K)

T initial temperature ('K)

T. ignttion temperature ('K)

Uavg average velocity in combustion -zone in simplified model (cm/sec)

UO flame speed [velocity at initial conditions] (cm/sec)
0

X 3 distance from =nd of Zorne I -to end of Zone 2 (cm)

X 34 distance fromr end- of Zone- 1 to end of Zone 3 (cm)-

Y0 mole of oxygen/moles gas

2

"0,-final oxygen mole fraction calculated at end o- integration through Z)nes2 2 and-3

C/IB boron particle absorptivity

i lI nmass heat of fusion of boron (cal/gm)m

A. molar -heat of vaporization of boric oxide -(cali- -mol)vap

* AX flame combustion zone thickness in simplified model (cm)

iAX4  effective radiation depth-of post-f-lamc zone (rm)

C- effective post-fi.ýne zone emissivity

X thermal zonducrii:ity (cal/cm sec *K)
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p density (gm/cm )

o Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (1.354.10-12 cal/cm2 sec 'K4)

T burn particle burn time in simplified model (sec)

COMMONLY USED SUBSCRIPTS

X 0 conditions at end of preheat zone (Zone I) in detailed model

1, 0 initial conditions

34 conditions at end of Zone 3 (combustion zone) in detailed model

B boron property

B-0 boric oxide property
23

g gas property

p particle property

8
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TAKE 11. Effects of Various Parameters on Calculated-
Boron-Oxygen-Nitrogen Dust Cloud Flame Speeds -

Detailed and Simplified Moaels.

Gas Temp.
at which

Final Ignition Flame Speed (U0 ) ,

Flame Oxygen Step is - cm/sec.
Parameter Being Varied Temp. Mole Completed -Detailed Simplified

And Value (K)- Fraction (OK) Model Model

Wdight Fraction Particles
•.055 2225 .086 2197 4.73 10.1
-.060* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9
.065 2490 .061 2314 9.38 13.2
.070 2620 .048 2343 10.39 14.3
.075 2748 .035 2355 11.30 15.4

.080 2876 .021 2387 12.30 16.3

Post-Flame Emissivity

0.00" 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9

0.05 2358 .074 2310 9.52 14.1
0.10 2358 .074 2339 10.99 16.5
0.15 2358 .074 2373 12.57 18.9

Initial Temperature ('K)
500 2274 .074 2220 4.68 8.7
600* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9
800 2532 .074 2335 14.43 19.6

1000 2709 .074 2392 23.19 30.1

-Pressure (-atm)
1 2358 .074 2182 11.45 11.9

3 2358 .074 2234 9.09 11.9
5* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9

10 2358 .074 2302 5.42 ii.9

Initial Oxygen Mole
Fraction

0.16 2353 .033 2225 6.21 10.5
0.20* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9
0.24 2364 .115 2285 8.10 13.0
0_30 2371 .177 2307 8.90 14.6
0.40 2384 -. 280 2336 9.89 17.1

Niissclt Number
22* 2358 .074 2262 7.6-7 11.9
"5 2358 .074 2312 6.06 11.9

Initial Oxide ThicLness
(microns)

0.03; 2406 .070 2285 8.57 12.3
0.02* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9
0.05 2216 .084 2193 4.22 10.0

Initial Particle Radius
(microus)

I.0* 2358 .074 2262 7.67 11.9
2.0 2406 .070 2273 6.00 8.7
3.0 2421 .069 2287 4.98 7.2
5.0 2434 .068 2-305 3.67 5.7

• Base Case: Weight Fraction Particles -. 060, Initial Temp.=600*K, Initial Oxygen Mole
Fractio-" 0.20, Initial Particle Radias-l micron, Initial Oxide Thickness=0.02 micron,
Pressure-5 atm., Nussel: Number-2, Post-Flame Emissivity=0.
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(REACTIONS (END OF
NEGLIGIBLE OXIDE
TO LEFT OF COATING (PARTICLE

THIS PLANE) REMOVAL) BURNOUT)

X =O Xx 2 3  X-=x 3 4
T = Tflame

ZONE I
(PREHEAT ZONE)

GAS
TEMPERATURE
T= 1-600c-K ZONE 2 (PARTICLE ZONE4

(IGNITION COMBUSTION- -(?OST-FLAME
T __T _ - ZONE) ZONE) ZONE)

, AXIAL DISTANCE, X
VIGWU. 1. -DEFINITION OF ZONES-CONS-IDERED IN-DEVELOPMENT OF

BORONOXYGEN-NITROGEN DUST CLOUD;FLAME SPEED MODEL
(STATIONARY FLAME WITH DUST CLOUD ENTERING-FROM LEFT AT VELOCITY U-)
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PROFILES OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES THROUGH IGNITION AND
COMBUSTION ZONES AS PREDICTED BY DETAILED MODEL FOR A TYPICAL CASE

1.4- 0.028 3000 -0.28

OXIDE

THICKNESS EDO1.2- 0.024 END OF 2800 -0.24
IGNITION END OF

STEP BURNINGS•"PARTICLE -0.2

p1.0 •0 U2@ _ V'- TEMPERATURE 2600 0.20 z
0 0

OXYGEN

E E OLE FRACTION
-0.8 "0.016 2400 W 0.16 ,,

: GAS TEMPERATURE -- uw
z I-< PARTICLE < 0

w0. 6 - 20.012 -2200 w -0.12 2
3: a..
I- 1 w_2 w w

< 0.4 X 0.008 2000 0.08 0
02 0

0.2 - 0.004 - 1800 0.04

0- 0 1600 -

0 0 ,_
0 0.005 0.010- 0-015 0.020 0.025 0G030 0.035

riGURE 2. AXIAL DISTANCEFRQM END OF PREHEAT ZONE (cm)
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2800

MODEL Uo (cm/sec)• dT/dx I-X 0 (-K/cm)

11.9 53800
2600 F :I 30.2 h-60,O0

III7.67 25900
"" FLAME ./END OF COMBUSTION

2400 TEMPERATURE P.ZONE INMODEL-I

ENwFCMUTO N-O COMGUSTION\I
r END OF COMBUSTION - ENDO

< 2200 ZONE INMODELI - ZONE IN MODEL III

w -END-OF IGNITION
a.dT/dx= 0 = 5800°K/cm, MODEL] ZONE IN MODEL III
w 2000 .0

0 dT/dxlx== 1 16000 0K/cm, MODEL;II

IGNITION TEMPERATURE
1800 USED-IN MODELS I AND II

L'.,ý<dT/dxIX = 0 - 25900°K/cm, MODEL III

0 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035

AXIAL DISTANCE (cm)

FIGURE 3. -COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR DETAILED
MODEL (111), SIMPLIFIED-MODEL (I) AND SIMPLIFIED MODEL

WITH ALLOWANCE FOR CURVATURE IN TEMPERATURE
PROFILE ACCOMPANYING HEAT RELEASE (11) - DEMONSTRATION

OF PARTIAL CANCELLING OF ERRORS ASSOCIATED W!TH
VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS IN SIMPLIFIED MODEL
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FIGURE 4. EFFECT OF NUSSELT NUMBER ON
PREDICTED FLAME SPEED

13

SIMPLIFIED MODEL

In POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY = 0

E INITIAL OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION = 0.20

INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 600°K
w WEIGHT FRACTION PARTICLES = 0.06
w 9
a. INITIAL PARTICLE RADIUS = 1 micron
w INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS = 0.02 micron
< PRESSURE = 5 atm

7

DETAILED MODEL

5
2 3 4 5

NUSSELT NUMBER
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FIGURE 5. EFFECT OF OXIDE THICKNESS ON-PREDICTED FLAME-SPEED
13 _ l _ _

119 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SIMPLIFIED'MODEL

E9

w
w

_ POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY 0 DEALD0OEa-

" "'INITIAL OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION =0.20

INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 600°K

5 - WEIGHT FRACTION PARTICLES= 0.06 -

INITIAL PARTICLE-RADIUS = 1 micron

PRESSURE = 5 atm
NUSSELT NUMBER = 2

3 & I I .. . I

0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030 0,035 0.040 0.045 0.050
INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS (microns)
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FIGURE 6. EFFECT OF POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY

ON PREDICTED FLAME SPEED
22 F I --

INITIAL-OXYGEN MOLE-FRACTION = 0.20
INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 6000K
WEIGHT FRACTION-PARTICLES = 0.06

18 . INITIALPARTICLERAOIUS= 1 micron
-INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS = 0.02 microns

E PRESSURE = atm
NUSSELT NUMBER =2 SIMPLIFIEDrMODEL

0w 14

w

w

DETAILED MODEL

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0,08 0.10 ',D.12 0.14 0.16

POST-FL,,ME EMISSIVITY
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FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF PARTICLE LOADING
ON PREDICTED FLAME SPEED

POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY =0
INITIAL OXYGEN MULSE FRACTION = 0.20I
INITIAL TIEMPERATU RE = 6000K

INITIAL PARTICLE RADIUS= 1 micron _ -,_--,
INITIAL OX90E THICKNESS= 0.G2 microns

E PRESSURE = 5 atm
NUSSELT NUMBER -2SIMPLIFIED MOL

w
<. GIETA'ILFD MODEL

8 ..

0.055 0.060 0.065 0.070 0.075 0.080
WZIGHT FRACTION PARTICLES
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FIGUR 8. .EFEC OFPE,'R ONPEITD LM-P

FIUR 8 EFET F REGE N EICITEDL FLAMEN SPLEEDATIN02

-- INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 6000K

E ___ WEIGHT FPACTION PARTICLES= 0.06
INITIAL PARTICLE RADIUS= 1 microp

___8__-INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS = 0.0? micron

LnDETAILED MODEL UELNJEi=

U..

1 34 67- 8 9 10

-PRESSURE (atm)
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FIGURE 10. EFFECT OF BORON PARTICLE SIZE
ON PREDICTED FLAME SPEED

13

POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY =0
INITIAL OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION =0.20

Ilk INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 6000 K
WEIGHT FRACTION PARTICLES= 0.06
INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS = 0.02 microns
PRESSURE = 5 atm
NUSSELT NtIMBER.= 2

9

w
w SIMPLIFIED MO VEL0.

3-

I DETAILED MODEL

4 2 3 4 5

INITIAL BORON RADIUS (microns)
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FIGURE 11. EFFECT OF INITIAL TEMFERATURE ON PREDICTED FLAME SPEED
32

28__ _ _ _ _ _

POST-F LAME EMISSIVil Y= =0
a-INITIAL OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION =0.20

WEIGHT FRACTION-PARTICLES = 0.05
24 INITIAL PARTICLE RADIUS= 1 micron -

INITIAL OXIDE THICKNESS= 0.02 micron
" PRESSURE = 5 ttm

•~ NUSSELT NUMBER= 2

E 20

a.." SIMPLIFIED MODEL
w 16

.2

7 ETAILED MODEL
LI., ...

I8

4-
500 600 70ao 800 900- 1000

INITIAL TEMPERATURE (0K)
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FIGURE 9. EFFECT OF OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION ON
PREDICTED FLAME SPEED

22 _

POST-FLAME EMISSIVITY = 0
- •18 _INITIAL TEMPERATURE =6000K

WEIGHT FRACTION PARTICLES = 0.06
E INITIAL PARTICLE RADIUS= 1 micron
.2. INITIAL OXIDE-THICKNESS= 0.02 micron
w 14 PRESSURE-= 5 atm"w -NUSSELT NUMBER=2aý 1U SIMPLIFIED MODEL

LU

S•"• DETAILED MODEL

0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40
INITIAL OXYGEN MOLE FRACTION IN GAS STREAM
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